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any issue surzounding. ...
multiculturalism could be dis-
eussed.
Professor Leonard Jeffries
was the central subject of the
discussion. The .speakers at
the forum discussed. whether
or not the overall statements
made by Jeffries were anti-
Semitic, what he meant to the
future ofmulticulturalism and
the question of'whowill choose
emerging African-American
leadership.
The Jeffries issue was men-
tioned the first time in
Wyschogrod's opening state-
ment. .According to Wyscho-
grod, Jeffries' speeches have
become theflipside to the in-
justices thathave been done to
African-Americans. '
"Why do we have to prove to
you that Leonard Jeffries is
offensive and anti-Semitic?"
said Barbara Gautier, admin-
istrative assistant to the Dept.
of Economics and Finance.
Gautier was referring to her
belief that if a Jewish person
sayssomethingiaanti-Semitic,
it can be believed.
Gautier's statement was rm-
mediately.questioned. -rhe
statement that she made was
~...,-- ~.·Ifhas tODeproven~-"-' ...... ~ ..- ...- ..--.--
many -tlrlrigS-haveoeen' Said ... . ..
about us for so-many years,
and no one had "challenged it
before," said Robert Elia, the
presidentof BlackLeadership
Continued on Page 7
. '
D.S.S.G. Approves $700
For Aiwa Stereo System
was co-sponsored· by Arthur·
Lewin, chairman of the Black
.andLatinoFscoltyCancusand
Michael Wyschogro~ chair-
man ofthe Jewish Faculty As-
sociation.·
In his opening statement,
. Lewin listed reasons.why a fo-
rum on multiculturalism
should take place.at Baruch.
"What we say, what we do, has
great implications beyond this
..room," he said. He added that
Baruch College, CUNY
Open Forum Turns Into Debate
Speakers Focus Attention on Jeffries
By Jonatlum Loring .
Blackand Jewishfaculty and
.Studentsof-BaruehCollege de- .
bated the issue of multi-
culturalism dUring club hours .
onNov.7. Theeventtriggered
a call by both groups for in-
creasedresearchasanatteIJlpt
. to reconcile intergroup differ-
ences.
Over 100 people attended the
eventtitled,• Multiculturali
at BaruehandBeycnd,"
.' Vol. 61, Number 6
Hillel Charges
Rights Violation
like Habert, president of HlIIef
By Eric Loyola 'Garlock said, "We do not
Two Jewish students regis- a lot of requests from stu
.tered a complaint with the de- clubsandorganizations to
partment of Purchasing and .tribute flyers through
the officeofStudent Develop- mailroom.. In a sense,ge
ment about what they per- this request was, if not with-
ceived as a violation of their out precedent, certainly un-
FirstAmendmen~rightsbythe usual.~
Baruch College· mail service, He continued byexplaining
which refused todistnoute· ~tbatalthough·hecpaSsedonthe-··· .
t~l'-:-flye1'8. ~----~,-~,....'_..- .,,- .~ DQt igQistTibnt.e the f]y~._,~_._nn_.
Thetlyersinvitedtriterested en,' the-decisionnotllo dist.rib- .
parties to a demonstration or- ute themailing was ultimately
<, • ganizedbyHillel protestingthe not madebyhimbutbyHoward
.appearance at Baruch of City Galin, then vice president of
College Professor Leonard the College. ActingVicePresi-
Jeffries. . dent Michael Zavelle also re-
Mike Habert, student activ- ceived a copy of the letter. _Arth_u_r_Lewl_"_add__res_S8S_·_fo_rum """"'-- -= _
istandnewly-electedpresident Galin, who now works in the
ofthe Hillel and the club's vice budget office of City Univer- of speech. He said, "We told
president, Hillel Caplan, sub- sity of New York headquar- DavidGarlockthatwewouldn't
mitted a letter of complaint to ters, prefaced his explanation have the mailroomdeliver it,
David Garlock who as director of the events as he recalled but if members of the Hillel
of Purchasing and Contracts them bysaying, "I'm nottrying sOcietywantedtoOistribute the
oversees the mailservices, lo-tofluffthe blame off on some- flyers to any buildings, offices By Jose N.Hernandez lowship, said, "For as long as
cated in room 106 of 155 E. one else," He said that he met or rooms, they were free to do On Tuesday, Nov. 5, the Day I've been here the club has
24th St., which on his orders with President Matthew so." Session Student Government wantedataperecordertotape
didnot.placeclubflyersinfac- Goldstein and his Executive Garlock, who said that he heldameetingatwhichChivon our meetings and they (the
ulty mailboxes. Assistant Burt Hansen to dis- was exercisinghisright offree Thornhill, the chairman ofthe D.S.S.G.) finally approved the
Sharon Samson, the Hillel's cuss the content of the flyer. speech justby giving his opin- finance committee, suggested $65 tobuy it." He added, «And
treasurer,recountedtheevents «Jt was our opinion that itwas ionon the issue, said,"Whether the D.S.5.G. buy a stereo to rve been here five years."
ofOct. 12. "ldroppedoffabout not appropriate to send it or not those rights were vio- tape meetings and for recre- Thornhill bolstered his ar-
a hundred flyers on Friday through the College mail: latedhereiscertainlyamatter ationalpurposes. gument by indicating that
morning, even labeling them Galinsai~addingthat,"Itwas ofdebate and I would take the Thornhill and other council funds were available. He ex-
byboxnumbertomakeiteasier a joint decision and for what- position that they have the members said that they had plainedthat because Lavonda
on them," she said. "He (the ever that was worth that's absolute right to say or print found audio equipment that Davis, D.S.S.G. president, had
mailroomattendant)askedme, what we decided." whatevertheywanted." "But," suited their needs. The cost: been elected vice chair of the
'what is this?'" Sam8Qll said In the letter the Hillel offic- he hastened to add, "to ask $700. A debate ensued about UniversityStudentSenateand
she felt the manmightgiveher en stated; CWe believe that College employees as part of the merits ofthe proposed pur- would receive a stipend from
trouble so she tr -i to divulge the refusal by the Baruch CoI~ their jobs to participate in the chase. that body, the monies, she
as little information as pos- legemail service to distribute distributionisaslightlyditrer- Geraldine Chacon, a lower would have received from
sible. .After reading the flyer our flyer on thegrounds thatit entissue.". council member, agreed with Baruch would revert to the
the attendant said he would was too 'controversial' is quite Professor Seth Lipner of the 'Thornhill's suggestion, but D.S.S.G. for its use.
have to check with his boss, simply censorship, andhas no Law Department, who pref- council Chairperson Sherely It is unclear whether or not
Sidney Schwartz, and would placeon a college campus." acedhis statemen~by clarify- .Pierre expressed.reservations Davis will receive a stipend
let her know. . Galin asserted that the ac- ing tha~he was n~t an expert along with others concerned siliceUSS·fUndshavebeenfro-
"The following Monday I tion was not meant to isolate on First Amendment matters, about the, image the student zen beCause of September's
learned that they weren't go- any particular group. Healso elaborated on the issues In body would be presenting if scandal involving overspend-
ing to put it through," said said, ItAnd I think ifit was any question. they went ahead with the pur- ing by USS Chairman Jean C.
Samson. " other group we might have -Congress shall make no law chase. LaMarre.:
Schwartz, who identified done the samething, butI can't _affecting speech,"~dLipner Pierre said, -Students are Another point used tojustify
himselfasahighereducational speak for the president." to explain theprotectionguar- concemed with the money be- the pUrebase W8S tbattheste-
aide and is the immediate su- Golch;Jteincould notbe reaehed anteed by the Amendment. ing spent, when they have no reo eouldbe a catalyst to bring
penisoro,ftbemailroom, said, for comment;· . ~pner indicated~ the law input." To which Thornhill members together. Judith
"I asked Mr. Garlock ifI could In response to theallegations d:id not apply to pnvate per- replied, -We are" they: refer- Dyer, an upper council mem-
put-outa studentmailingsohe -tbatthestudents'-FitstAmend-- );ies~ ~11.~ ~u_~~_ ~- ring.__ -the widely pereeived .ber titscrib-c1ltlY:tOO81_present
told me to send over a copy of men~ rights were violated,' qUa81.gove~e~ta1.~ncy apathy ofBaruch students. ·as ODe,~ tbepropoear. moet
it." He added, •And that's the Galin insistedtbat .they did and n.~ a pnvate institution. . Andre. Palmer, ~dent9f Vccal8U~said;"'.
last I heard ofit." not infringe on their freedom Contiaued 011 Page 4 .. Inter-VarsityCbristian~el. . eo.----PoBe4
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For application write or call: en
Rod Richardson, President .-
The Opportunity Foundation
120 Broadway, Suite 948






"Next Issue: December 4
Ad Deadlin-e: November 26
mentoring.
For further information and
an application, interested un-
dergraduatesmajoringinBusi-
ness and/or Economics, or S0-
cial Sciences, should contact
their campus coordinator:
Dr. Jane Bond, Associate
Dean
Baruch College









Awards for the 1992-93 year
will be announced by May 1,
1992. Winners WI1l be-known
as Zeller Scholars.
Applications are available




Minority students who have
completed their sophomore
year at Baruch College with a
grade point average ofat least .
3.0 will be eligible to partici-
pate in the CUNY/Aaron Dia-
mond Foundations Pipeline
program.
I 'I'hi.s Fellowship will provide
financial andacademicsupport·
to prepare selected under-




years, academic credit for par-
ticipation in the required in-





tor, Assistant 'Publisher, Ad-





Offered by the Placement Of-
fice of the School of Liberal
Arts and Sciences on Thurs-
day, November 21, 1991 at





Scholarship Trust Fund an-
nounce that they are now re-
ceiving applications from can-
didateswishing to be consid-
ered for the 1992 Belle Zeller
.Scholarship Awards. These
merit scholarshipsare $1750 a
year for community colleges
and $1850 per year for senior
colleges" renewable whBe the
student is an undergraduate
attending CUNY.
Applications must be post-
marked by December 9, 199L
Applicants must have com-
pleted a minimum of sixteen
credits atany branch ofCUNY
with an index of3.75 orbetter.
Candidates must also submit
four letters ofrecommendation
attestingto their academic per-
formance and service to the
college, university and/orcom-
munity.
All applications will be
-screened and finalists will be
interviewed by committee of
Corrections
, " ~ ,,\ ( .: ~ " .' ,"
• Astory inour last issue rpo-
liceArrest Two at 23 St Bldg")
reported that Tyrone Greeves




However, no attempt was
madeby The Ticker toassociate
the arrests made On Oa.22with
the appea ranee of Leonard
Jeffries on Oct. 17.
• Thearticleentilled "LaMarre
Walks Oat on USSMeeting"
stated that John Camacho
(whose. name was mistakedly
given asJuan) was involved in
the "shoving match" that oc-
curred on -Oct. 24. Camacho
maintains that hewas not.
• Aphotograph on page 7 was
missing a caption. The indi-
.vidual is Stanley Ng, former
secretaryofthe Baruch College
Alumni Association.
We regret any inconvenience
theseerrorsmay havecaused.
Inthe futureThe Ticker would
appreciateitlfanyone whodoes
have acomplaint about the way
astory ishandled would please
send a letter to:
TheTicker
137 Ea¢ 22 StreetBox 442
New York, NY 10010
or stop by our office in room
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An important message to all students from I1le Baruch College AlumniAssociatlon; .









.The Alumni Association Wan~To Help Students
Enhance 'rhe Quality or Their Campus Life
Get to know us and learn to utilize our professional and financial resources
dedicated to enhancing organized academic activities and functions.
Surviving In Today's Job Market
CAREER SEMINAR
Wednesday, December 4~ 199J • 6:00 P.M. ,
Learn Techniques To Find The Right Job!
135 East 22nd Street> Administrative Lounge, 3rd Floor
A light supper will be served. There is a $5.00 fee,
Reservations must be made in advance by contacting the Alumni Association,
Box Office: 11 :00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
Reservations: 387-1345
. Baruch Alumni are pleased to welcome the College's new president, Dr: Matthew Goldstein, We note
that one of President Goldstein's chief goals is to forge stronger links between the college and the
business community. one of the goals which has always been central to theAlumni Association's activities.
We pledge our full support to himin this and all his other objectives for improving the standing of
Baruch College in the community at large.
'Ne want: to hear from you. Stop by or-can us at:









gram boasts a student body of
roughly 100 students.
Professors Rosen and
Berenson say that students
from many fieIds choose to
major in HCAfor their gradu-
ate degree. Studentscomefrom'
disciplines as diverse as: nurs-
ing, psychology,
management.and theology.
Admission is determinedin the
same way as any other gradu-
ate program at Baruch said
Rosen. "We look at weighted
averages of the O'Ma'I'and the
undergraduate GPA. The av-
erage G~.{A.Tscore for the last
entering group was 550)" he
said.
Our computer-scored test will h~ou discover your
GRE test-taking strengths and w esses.
November 23 Saturday,9:ooAM .
November 25 Monday, 6:00PM
Call to reserve a seat todav
(2U) 977-8200 -
&" Sli\NI..EY H. KAPlAN





' ... , .
We'll show you how to score high and demystify the
law school and graduate school'aOmissions process.
MBAlGMAl:
November 20 U-IPl\tl
Bring a lunch and join us.
November 2S ~PM Evening Semill8r
l
.No~:m~~J~PM-


















A student who completes the
programearns a degree signed
not only by the president of
Baruch, but by the presidentof
Mt. Sinai School ofMedicine to'
which the program isaffiliated.
Berenson continued. '-i "We're
the only accredited program in
business in this area. NYU
has a program in public health
sector, but we're much better
because theydon't take the rig-
orousbusiness courses thatour
students have to," he said.
Professor Rosen said) "In
, spite ofminimal promotion we
were able to start this program
with 27 students." The pro-
I .
Harry Rosen, Academic Codirector of theHealth care AdmlnlstraUon Department
gram will now be run on a part-
time basis. This will allow
students to work full time and
"graduate in 3 years instead of
4 or 5 years." said Berenson.
One of the drawbacks of the
trimester system, Berenson
said, was that students who
once attended full-time and
took 2 years to graduate, will
now finish in 3 years. "But the
trade off is that now they can
work full-time instead ofwork-
ing part-time," said Berenson.
A junior and LASO member)
Carlos Pinargotte, who said he
had experienced discrimina-
tion because he is Hispanic)
said) "People categorize you as
uneducated... they talk about
arroz con pollo."
Having dispensed with the
lecture-type format which was
the norm of "Hispanic Unity,"
the event and the closeness of
the space did in fact foster a
phvsical unity and crovi ded a... _ _ a C'
welcome change of pace. But
r onetheless, the spark for dis-
cussion was there, Susan
Perez, a sophomore, Puerto
Rican and m e m oe r of
'P.R.I.D.E.. said, :'Tve always
been aware, always keepingin
touch and proud of where I
carn e from."
officials that is too late because
'many youngsters"-contract;ing
measlesandother diseases are
under five years old. Although
children must and can be im-
munized at city health clinics,
underprivileged children, who
don't have regUlar access to
health care, are most likelynot
to be immunized early.
Staffed and coordinated by
. CUNYandlabeledby the chan-
cellor as an extension ofa pro-
gram to immunize CUNY stu-
dents, 32,000 of which have
participatedsinceJanuary, the
collaborative effort included
nurses supplied by the State
and and vaccine provided by
the City.
about the proposal, even
though it would save a sub-
stantial amount ofmoney.
Berenson added, "I wouldn't
like to saythat the department
assimilated, which is true, but
the students are still here, the
faculty is still here, the pro-
gram and the College are still
here."
Professor Harry Rosen, the
Academic Co-Director, said
that one ' of the reasons 'was '
that the departmentisa"small
department and everyone in it
was tenured, so no new blood
would be comingto the depart-
ment in a long time."
Berenson continued. "A de-
partment that is extremely
small shouldn't exist as such
because too much work goes to
those who are there," he said
and emphasized that, "it's im-
portant for students to realize
thatwejustdidn'twaveawand·
and disappear."
There have been changes in
the program. The 3-year pro-
gram is now being' run in a
trimester system, with 12
weeks comprising one semes-
ter, and students will attend
classes on Tuesdayand Thurs-
day nights. The graduate pro-
lights problems and parodies
stereotypes confronting, His-
panics. His characterizations
range from the typical ideal of
a "Latin lover" as exemplified
by"Agamemnon) to the "Cross-
over King," a Latino who is
blind to the virtue in his roots
and sees no benefit in 'trying to
assimilate into American soci-
ety decides to pass himself off,
as a Japanese businessman.
Students who attended felt
~n5...linzamo'sactwas not oniy
.!JT"''''or'''''~i~':r:''''''' but irrsi zh tfulx; •• "c-. ~a .il.lbl l. .,. ~.:",-~,
C2.:!05 Arraya. a sophomore
, t; ~ s:L .. " r ""-Har.c memoer or £~I,SaiC, rie
portrayed our problems." .E-le
a.dded. "He reminded me ofour
problems because we loose
track. \Ve forget about the rest
~ ~ • ... 1 -
'>t'('~u:,e were rn CCJt(t='f!e.'




Parents who showed a stu-
dent LD. card or bursar's re-
ceipt also had the opportunity
to be immunized with their
children at some of the clinics,
Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds
said, "Nearly a quarter of
CUNY students have children
oftheir own and we have given
priority to collaborating with
New YorkState and New York
Cityin thisvital pilotprogram."
Immunization becomes a req-
uisite only immediately prior
to the time when a child starts
school. Butaccording to health
CUNY Immunizes Students' Kids
By Jose Hernandez
A coalition of Hispanic clubs
sponsored"Hispanic Uniifon
Thursday, Oct. 31, during club
hours in the clubroom ofPuerto
Ricans for Involvement, De-
veloprrientand Enlightenment.
Held every semester by
P.R.I.D.E., Latin American
Youth, H'isparric Society and
Latin American Student Or-
gar::zation, this event usually
::'as speakers who share about
,~.,., •.,-~a""<ge'" -L~';:<CL"C' bv H~.;;:n;:1""'~C';:
,-.l.~(....o..I.\C.J....... '-- c- .. _ ....~ .... ,........-..............
ar: c. :.:>;,ei:: experiences :~ ::1.E'
-"0-' ri 0']- "i c·.a Barn rr~..." .... ........ .. - .. - ... ~ ~ _......
5 ,.· .' : ~ - ....... st .- 0:-> -..; --1 • 0u" "ll.:.S :-:-eU1e::s e. G, .. :ue.-
taGe '~'<1~ sr10W~ of triF criti-
~2;:v-accIaimE-d;.r~ramoo'
:\l:::>uin:" ;-i one-mar: -sh ow per-




The City -University of-New
York acted on a request from
the State Department of
Health and immunized chil-
dren ofCUNYstudents for free
on Nov. 5atfive all-dayclinics.
Nearly 2000 children, rang-
ing from newborns to 12-year-
olds were expected to be im-
munized against measles,
mumps and rubella in the one-
day effort, which came at a
time when New York State is
in the midst of a measles epi-
demic.
The clinics were held from 9
a.m. to 7 p.m. at La GUardia
Community College, Hostos
Community College, Medgar
Free Program, Fights Measles Epidemic
By Farah Gehy
Due to budget cuts and a




into a part-time program-since
the start of the semester.
The reason given for the new
direction of the Department,
'which now falls under the
. School of Business Adminis-
tration,was elaboratedbyPro-
fessor MarkBerenson. "I could
not with thebadbudgetof1990
and '91 feel it proper to con-
tinue as a department, when
support services that were
needed to properly run a de-
partment," he said.
Over the summer the Board
ofTrustees' Committeeon At.a~
demic Policy and Programs
heard a proposal to eliminate
the departmentand toarrange
for the exiting Health Care
Administration MBA program
to be administered by an aca-
demic director reporting to the
dean ofthe School ofBusiness
and Public Administration,
Francis J. Connelly.
But it was indicated that
some of the members of the
committee had serious qualms
.. - --_.-,--~--,--
Stereo
staff and he has a mandate
from me and the administra-
tion togive the highestpriority
to registration and admissions
mail and College business."
Garlock conceded that the
term "college business" is sub-
ject to broad interpretation.
Habert said, "I think the flyer
definitely falls under the cat-
egory of college business."
Samuel Johnson, vice presi-
dent for the Student Develop-
ment office-, said that the mat-





went to a nearby "Wiz" appli-
ance store where they decided
on' a model by Aiwa.
about our own experiences con-
cerning such issues as balanc-
ing family and career." Hav-
ing two children, she provided
insights which dispel what
Potter Perceives myths perpe-
trated by the media. She in-
sists that having it all is im-
possible.
When asked how she makes
it) Potter answered, "Barely.
Everythingis a trade-off." She
adds, "For everythingyou gain
in a career you give something
up in your personal life."
The panel addressed the
topic, summarily dispensed as
a falsehood by the panelists) of
the so-called female personal-
ity. The argument is that
women) usually seen as the
less aggressive of the genders,
are better suited for certain
types of work. Potter said,
"There is no such thing as the
female personality." She ex-
plained that some people are
more in tune with the philoso-
phy of a given company and
therefore better suitedfor the
job. "It's an individual thing,
not gender based," she said.
Future CQMS events will
possibly include a monthly in-
.tensive-training seminar pro-
posed by Chan and Ng, which
is in the planning stages. Ng
said, "The outcome is contin-
gent upon whether or .not
CMQS can get a room for us to
use on Saturdays." The semi-




Hillel Charges Rights Violation·
Continued from Front Page
However, headded, "Theschool
has no legal obligation to offer
the use of its mail service for
any purpose whatsoever."
Lipner concluded by saying,
"The question is not whether
the school has -abridged the
rightofHillel) but whether the
censorship that was clearly
imposed was morally or ethi-
cally wise."
In defense of Schwartz and
the decision not to process the
hundred, or so, flyers Garlock
said, '''He does have a limited
I Continued from Front Page
need to come together." She
was rEff"erring to the lack of
social interchange between
council members once meet-
ings are adjourned.
Jennifer Robinson) D.S.S.G.
secretary, said, "The stereo
won't be the thing to pull us
together." Dyer agreed that
the stereo would not be signifi-
cant, but felt it was a start to
encouraging closeness of gov- '
ernment members.
However, Pierre saw the -
needs of the organization as
lying elsewhere and called at-
tention to the conditions of
their meeting place. "VIe need
toimproveourphysical appear-
ance first," she said.
David J. Marcel, lower coun-
cil member, said he was car-
penter and suggested they fix
the room themselves. Other
council members sxpr-essed
their willingness to come in on
a Saturday to paint andfix the
interviews where they were
critiqued on their style and
presentation. Ng, whohas with
the CQMS for a year and a
half) also obtainedspeakers for
the women's issues panel.
Laura Potter, a database
administrator, Carol
Stanwood, a computer-assisted
system engineer and Doreen
Rubenstein) a technology offi-
cer at Manufacture's Hanover
Trust who is pursuing a
Masters Degree in computer
methodology atBaruch, ledthe
panel, which helped students
better understand daily prob-
lems faced by women in the
computer field.
Potter) who was formerly a
teacher ofsociology at the Col-
lege, said,"We basically talked
.."~" :~. ""'.-.;
a question, for example," said
Kelly.
The technique is especially
useful in the technical part of
the interview, which accord-
ing to Kelly can be extremely
difficult. He said, "When an
interviewer asks a difficult
question, you can ask a ques-
tion to circle back to what you
know." Kelly cautioned that
with a savvy interviewer it
would be harder to evade a
question for which the
interviewee does not have an
answer.
With the assistance of
Alumni Association board di-
rectors, StanleyNg,PeterGor-
don, Thomas Chan, Ed Jones
and PeterLowry, students had
a chance to participate in mock
Stanley Ng
apply annually, not that is
something we will have to de-
cide on acommi ttee. Probably
yearly.
TT: May we follow up on this
as your committee works out-
the issuesyouare notsure ofat
this time?
LD: Yes, I encourage follow up
on this matter) regardless of
outcome.
Computer Club Holds Seminars
already enrolled for at least a
year?
LD: Students in college, to
give them the incentive tokeep
going. It will be geared to day
session students fb'r the mo-
ment.
TT: So which students will
benefit from the scholarship,
and what criteria will you use
in detennining merit'?
LD: I assume they will have to
By Erie Loyola
The Computer and Quanti-
tative Methods Societyrecently
held two seminars. The first
was held on Oct. 10 and dealt
with interviewing techniques
and resume writing skills.
Held on Oct. 17, the second
wasa panel discussion by three
women who came to discuss
the conflicts and the opportu-
nities women face in the field
of computers.
Eric Kelly, who is the presi-
dent of Concert Data Systems,
an executive recruiting finn
specializingin data-processing
professionals, started off his
seminar by discussing resume
writing skills. He noted that a
job objective is not necessary,
citing that it should be fairly
obvious what kind of job an
applicant is there for. Butedu-
cation and experience must
appear on the resume. Kelly
said) "Colorpaperofgood stock
shouldbe used because people
remember it" .
He continued to speak about
the importance of the inter-
view and the concepts of rnir-
roring and pacing. Kelly said,
"Mirroring is about being able
to readtile interviewer, follow-
ing his moves and yessing him
to death, either with words or
body language,"
He then explained pacing
where the interviewee paces
the discussion so that she can
control it. "By asking a ques-
tion when the interviewerasks
4
jnSSG Sets Up FundralsingCommittee-
~ Davis Hopes to
7 Raise ,$250,000
oy-
~ By Jose Hernandez
~ There is currently a proposal
~ to set up a new scholarship
CD fundat Baruch College. Acom-
.0 mittee headed by the presi-
~ dent of the Day Session Stu-
~ dent Government, Lavonda
Z Davis, has been set up to, so-
licit sponsorship from corpo-
rate entities that hire Baruch
graduates. The following is an
interview with Davis on this
issue and it's progress.
The Ticker: Are youreceiving
any assistance from other stu-
dent groups?
Lauonda Davis: Definitely,
from the D.S.S.G. rve sched-
uled time to talk to the Na-
tional Association ofBlack Ac-
countants and the American
Marketing Association and
they are in supportand will try
toprovide information andany
other help possible." (Davis
also said students not belong-
ing to any particular group
where also helping, and she is
encouraging more participa-
tion from the student body.)
IT: Is the committeefollowing ~l>
a set timetable in it's Lavonda Davis, president 9f thepSSG
fundraising efforts?
LD: When we get the letters
done. (Davis was referring to
the contribution request let-
ters that need to be drafted.)
IT: Will this letter be pre-
sented to the D.S.S.G. attheir
next meeting?
LD: I'm sure a draft of our
plans, but not the exact pro-
gram. We do not want to rush
through this, so it can be done
and have some continuity. We
really want to be careful to be
careful and not'cut'corners. ",
TT: Do you have a timetable
for the mailing of these let-
ters?J
LD: When we get the letters
done. Letters couldbe sent out
by the end ofDecernber. Guess
it also depends on the com-
pany. Some companies have
deadlines toapply forfunding.
The way we present ourselves
in our letter is also very imPOr-
tanto
TT: Whatfigure deyouhope to
raise for the scholarship?
LD: At least $250~OOO.
TT: Do you think this is at-:
tainable?
LD: Yes! Definitelyanything
that you set your mind to try
and try to achieve is possible,
because we really want it. And
we have very bright and pro-
ductive members on the com-
mittee who are really dedi-
cated.
IT: When do you see these
monies coming into the fund?
LD: Possibly over the break.
Depends on when the letters
are sent out. I see funding
comingsometime in the future.
,IT: When these monies are in
place, will a special account be
set up and who willcontrol it?
LD: As ofnow the fundraising
committee"is solelyresponsible.
We'veonlymetonce, andmust
meet again to determine who
will be responsible for it. We
also intend to meet with the
accountingunit, andthe finan-
cial aid people so that once
moniesarereceived the checks
will go through the school for
the individual.
TT: Whichstudentswould this
scholarship be open to. Will it




own leaders. But you will be
held responsihile for your ac-.
tions,ItsaidMikeHabert, presi-
dent of Hillel.
"I was disapointed. I sat
herehere approximatelyahoUT
and a halfand I said to myself
that this has turned out to be a
LeonardJeffries bashing,"said
a faculty member on the day's
forum. The faculty member
. said that she wanted to get to
the business at had which was
suppose to be a multicultural
forum.
Although both ethnic groups
held their views close to what
others" their ethnic identity
have said, the consensus was
that most were pleased that
the dialogue took place.
At the end of the forum,"
Lewin and Wyschogrod united
to call for an ongoing seminar
that both the Black and Latino
Faculty Association and the
Jewish Faculty Association
would take part in. The semi-
nar would research one event
at" a time such as the Jewish
role in the slave trade or how
history should be taught in
schools.
(Editor's Note: People whose
names are not stated in this
article gave their names at the
forum. "The reason they are not
given here is that their names
were unclear on the tape The
Ticker made. It was not inten-
tional.)
ish people are the first people
to criticize other Jews when
they don't like what they say.
The forum turned to the fo-
cus of deciding who would de-
tennine African-American
leadership. Said one student,
"we have the right to pick our
own leaders," saidone student.
LookingatWyschogrod the stu-
dent elaborated further, "for
years you have told us how to
think. You picked Martin
Luther King Jr. and that
Malcolm X was not our leader.
Now we have picked Jeffries,
Jeffries is our leader and he
speaks the truth. Why don't
you accept that?"
Benny Cohen said that even
though multiculturalism is a
good idea to hold, you can put
down Jeffries despite his sup-
port for multiculturalism.
"This is the biggest example of
a Machiavellian theory where
the ends justify the means,"
said Cohen.
Adrien Percy Jr. mentioned
that the. reason he felt Jews
are protestingwhathefelt were
good people like Jeffries and
Rev. LouisFarrakhanwas that
if the black population re-
searched the things they said
to be truthful, "it might dis-
credit the whole ChosenPeople
concept." "No. No. No."
Gautier resopnded from her
seat.
"You (blacks) can name your
Jews had omitted. things from
their own history. "The Jews
don't knowan~ngthathap-
pened to the history of Jesus
Christ. They have ruled him
out of their history," said
Jennaine.
Lewin said that the reason
why Jeffries had corne under
his recent attack was a result
ofhis association with the cur-
riculum of inclusion policy.
This is the policy that Jeffries
has campaigned for to be in-
cludedinNewYork City's pub-
lic schools. Lewin stated that
as the curriculum of inclusion
is publicized, more painful
truths about history would be
told.
Lewin also addressed the is-
sue of why blacks can't speak
out against Jeffries if they
think he is wrong. "It's hard
for us to speak out against a
man who is demanding a re-
write ofhistory. Let's make no
mistake about it, nothing is
objective, everythinghasaspin
on it. But the spin we got now
extols and fabricates white
male accomplishments. If we
go ahead and say anything to
contradict Dr. Jeffries in pub-
lic that will be used to destroy
him," said Lewin.
"Troth demands speaking up
when somebody is uttering
something that is not true
irrespectively of what group a
person belongs to," responded
Wyschogrcd. He said thatJew-
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Continued from FronJ Page
through Action Collectiveness
and Knowledge, an evening
club.
"One of the reasons that
Leonard Jeffries is ~ng is
because the statements he
made are mcompleteand inac-
curate," said Professor
Abraham Korman. He was
referring to what he felt was
aninadequacyinJeffries' state-
ments on Hollywood. Korman
said that although Jewish
people did run a portion of the




spoke another student asked
for documented proof about
what the professor said.
Korman replied that he had
authored a book on the subject
and he could give the student
other documented proof. The
student simply replied, "Very
good." and sat down.
"I find exception with the
debacle that has, taken place
over Leonard Jeffries," said
another student. The student
was excitedat the prospect that
for the first time students
would have a chance to study
historyfrom anon-Eurocentric
viewpoint. He questioned the
"hypersensitivity in _the Jew-
ish community" over these is-
sues.
George Jennaine listed a
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FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1991
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(Between 5th & 6th Avenues)
Meet with graduate school representatives to explore the
extraordinary diversityofCtrfv'rs "Master's and
Doctoral Programs available at reasonable costs!
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From Jeffries to Crown Heights...
. . . ... ..
ANTI-SEMI'TISM
in New York:
Is it on the increase?
How can tensions be reduced?'
The Baruch Hillel Association
invites you to hear
State Assemblyman Dov Hikind
speak on this important issue
When: 12:49 PM, Thursday, Nov. 21
Where: 17 Lexington Ave., Room 1323
Refreshments will be served.
. \ ..
",~
The Baruch College Alumni Association helps un-
~ derwrite the cost of distribution of the College
.5- "
~Placement Annual. "These publications, which
.1include career planning information and a direc-
The Baruch Women of Color Net- ~tory ofemployment opportuinities, are an invalu-
work held' a discussion on" "Cur- able o tool for students and alumni who seek infor-
riculum ofInclusion: What it means mation about careers; The annual is distributed to
to us?" November 5, in the 24th juniors, seniors and alumni. Shown here is Claire
Street Faculty Lounge, The feature Lipka, president ofthe BCAA, handing a check to
speaker was Bob Law of the Respect student leaders.
YourselfLegal and Education Fund.
8 9
."-
to think. Academic slaves are $
not trained to be independent --
andworkfor themselves. They
are indoctrinated to become
corporate robots for corpora-
tions that they have no control
oyer. In other words, they are
trained to make the other man
rich. Hardly anyone of them
know how to operate a busi-
ness upon graduation, for the
master would not want his
slaves surpassing him in
wealth. They must remain in
theirlowposition.justlike they
are in their Third Worldcoun-
triesin respect to the dominat-
ing Pirst, World.
It was a common practice
during chattel slavery for the
master to teach his slaves how
inferior they supposedly were
by nature,andhow their people
never made any contribution
to civilization. This practice
goes on the this day as it domi-
nates the school curriculum.
Thus goes unnoticed all the
knowledge the the "hue-men"
population (i.e.: the people of
Continued on Page 10
"Hardly anyone of




would not want his
slaves surpassing
him in wealth."
nity that they leave behind.
This is the main reason that
the so-called "minorities" fail
to improve themselves as a
group, while the ones who pull
the stringsare steadilyadvanc-
ing in prosperity and thus
widen the gapbetween the rich
and the poor.
The subjects in question are
none other than the academic
slaves, those who are in total
submission to the education
system. Being submissive to
the system, theyare not taught
how to think, but rather what
:ss-
. The Revolutionary Generation











Observe them on the campus
halls rushing to be in class in
time. They do not wish to miss
anylesson, for theyunderstand
the pressure that is on them to
succeed in school. A large
amount ofthem are the first in
their family to make it to col-
lege, and their family depend
on them to better themselves
through education. It is the
hope of the underdeveloped
urban community that these
students will one day find the
means of corning back to their
own people with the skills to
improve their livingcondition.
To their detriment, however,
the needycommunity's hope is
increasinglyshattered topieces
as they see more oftheir prom-
isingstudents drop outofschool
for various reasons that are
imposed on them. The ones
that are still in school, in turn,
can hardly graduate on time.
When they do graduate, they
usually concentrate on mak-
ing a living so much that they
fail to provide to the commu-
Mark Spergel
Director of Evening & Graduate Service
[§Ii~1
Get It Right, Ticker!
To the Editor:
Please note several inaccuracies in Ticker's Oct. 2 article,
"Student Leaders Pull Funds From Tutorial Services."
1. The title correctly indicated that the decision to "pull funds"
from tutorial services was made by student leaders- the ESSA
to be specific. Yet no mention was made ofthe ESSAor the GSA
in the article, only to myselfand the DSSG.
2. The author's reference to "a stand-offbetween the Office of
Evening and Graduate Student Services... and the Office of the
Dean of Students on who will pRy for the services" was an
entirely inaccurate characterizationas Vice President [Samuel]
Johnson was very supportive of the ESSA, GSA (and my)
position. He lobbied strongly and in good faith on behalf of
students in this case. During the short time in which I spoke to
your reporter I never indicated anything to the contrary.
3. The reporter attributed prior funding for the 26th St.
evening tutoring to the Office of Evening & Graduate Services
without any mention of the lion's share having been funded by
the ESSA.
4. Finally, when the dollar figure for operating expenses was
quoted at the end of the article, the figure quoted was $1,100
rather than $11,000. Typo though it may have been, it was
nevertheless a gross inaccuracy andmade the entire proposition
under debate at the time seem ludicrous.
I pointed out the inaccuracies to the author of the article after
the paper came out and was verbally assured that a correction
would appear in the subsequent issue. It did not. Nor did -it
appear in the issue subsequent to that one after more apologies
and more assurances. I would appreciate yourattending to this
correction as it has not appeared in either of the two issues
following the article.
I have been reluctant to cooperate with The Ticker in the past
few years after having suffered from the journalistic license
taken by some reporters with whom I had cooperated, in good
faith, to discuss issues of concern to the student body, not to
mention the repeated screw-ups when attempting to place ads
(which I have also stopped doing). Now I cannot even get
corrections to appear in the paper. If you wish college staff
members such as myselfto share information of vital concern to
the students with the paper, then greater care needs to be taken
in listening, note-taking and writing. These matters are too
sensitive to be jeopardized by reckless journalism arid will only
result in continued lack ofcooperation on the part ofindividuals
who might otherwise be ofgreat assistance. Nobody wants to get
burned. Once misinformation is disseminated the damage has
. been done wliicn even a retraction or correction 'does'lIttle to'
alleviate after the fact.
Fortunately, through the combined efforts of the student
governments, Vice President Johnson, and especially President
Goldstein, eveningtutoring [resumed] November 11. We are all
very pleased with the happy outcome of these efforts and stu-
dents should know that these positive efforts do take place
"behind-the-scenes" on their behalf.
Feigned Ignorance
To The Editor:
Depending on context and tone "Jew" can be a neutral term(as
in "orthodox Jew"), or an epithet and ethnic slurfas in Jeffries'
July 20th speech, in references to Diane Raviteh as a "Texas
Jew," and toBernard Sohmeras the"HeadJew"at City College.)
Jeffrieshabitually uses the term in a derogatory way. According
to journalist Eliot Morgan during an interview on October 18,
1991, Jeffries referred to the Harvard Crimsom as a "Jew"
newspaper. The tenn is used as an epithet also in S.C.HoIland's
sexist and anti-Semitic crude letter in the last issue of The
Ticker.
It is difficult to believe that professor Arthur Lewin(who
magnanimously refrains from calling for my zesignation or
censure) and student S.C.Holland (whom I neither remember,
nor would claim as one ofmy successes in the teaching ofwriting)
cannot see that Jeffries uses "JeW» as an epithet, not a neutral
tenn. Judged by the outcry against Jeffrie's speech, the differ-
ence they pretend not to see has been painfully obvious to Jews
and non.Jews alike.
Can either Lewin or MrJMrs. Holland explain Jefrries' com-
pulsion to refer to hisJewish colleagues by theirethnic identity?
How many of us in academia know anyone who routinely
identifies others by their religion, race , or color?
Jeffries' obsession with Jews is pathologkal. While he pro-
fesses no love for whites, he singles out Jews- especially "rich
Jews" and Jews in education- to Isolate. to demonize, to accuse
ofconspiracy, to scapegoat, and toblamefor all thathe Perceives . J
as wrong•. His method and ideology place him firmly in the (!)/t9J~~4iTc/tC
company orWWll Nazis and of other anti-Semites.
The easeofwhich Jefferies uses anti-senitic slunis symptom. The opinions expressed on the Op-Ed pages are those of the individual writers, and do not
atic ofhis dangerous and vile hatred. In his mouth (.and I have neces~arily repre~ent the ~J?inio~s of The Ticker editorial staff. The TICker accepts only
listened to his speech mare than once) the word-Jew" becomes typewritten and Signed opinIOn paeces of not more t~ 750 words from.~rs of the
an epithet: and those who pretend to be oblivious to the insult Baruch College community. PublJcatJOnofOp-~dslScontingent~poni!1editOriaJboardvote.
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The issue is a surprisingly simple one.. The New York City
curriculum does not .adequately reflect the contributions of
people ofcolor throughout historyineveryfield. Whatditrerence
does that make? In a sense, it makes no difference. Mathemati·
cal concepts don't changejust because the people who developed
.them wereorwerenotGreek or European. But the point is, why
misrepresent the truth?
It makes a great deal of difference in other fields. Why are
Latinos taught that their ancestors were from Spain, but little
mention is made of the African and Native-American influence
in their history?' Why is it that historical maps ofJihe United
States denote vast tracts oflandas -mrinhabitecr when, in fact,
tribes had clearly drawn territories? The term "westward
expansion" ismisleading, because it wasn't that simple. Whole
communities were wiped out, Whole villages.
People argue that since America's history is so closely
tied with Europe's, we sho.u1d concentrate on a Eurocentric
viewpoint- This is faulty logic. A better reasoning would be that
since this isAmerica, we should concentrate on the truth. Ifthe
troth is Eurocentric, then that shouldbe taught. Ifnot, then the
troth must be taught.
The key isin getting at the truth. It's time to review, discuss,
debate and decide. Lewin and Wysehogrod. have taken a bold
step forward. Instead of criticizing, others must join in and
contribute their ideas, their opinions, their documentation.
It has nothing to do with Leonard Jeffries. It has everything
to do with the truth, /
part of their club's activities). Guess who was the one who
arguedagainst theallocation? None other than Chivon Thornhill
(whoeventuallyvoted for it, but was worried about the precedent
it would set), ,
To their credit, the DSSG has made substantial progress in
saving time during their meetings. The increase in efficiency
has been noticed. But ifthis is what you guys are coming up with
during the time you saved, we'd rather have you wasteit again.
What are the DSSG's justifications for attempting to use
student funds for their new stereo? One is to tape record
,meetings•..Thi..&will.serve to helpthe.ExecutiveSecretaryto~eep
aecurateminutes. No one thought that a simple hand-held tape
recorder would serve the same purpose, and cost $625 less than
the Aiwa. But then, no one's accusing the DSSG of thinking
anyway.
A second argument concerns the need to bring council mem-
bers together. Even the proposal's supporters believe this is a
minor step. In fact, if the council really wants to improve unity,
they shouldall beinvolvedina hake saleorsome otherfundraising
drive to raise money for their music. Nothing brings people
together like working together for a common cause.
The DSSG has the option ofpurchasing equipment for its use.
However, a stereo system is not necessary for the operation of
student government. It's a convenience, and student money
should notbeused to pay for it. Ifthey Teally want to spend their
money wisely, they should purchase a laser printer for their
computer. Maybe this would improve the look of their DSSG
Newsletter, which currently looks too amateurish to be taken
seriously, in spite of the points it raises.
Council Chairperson Sherley Pierre should be applauded for
her efforts to make the DSSG think about the impact this
purchase will have on students' perceptions, Thornhill thinks
students won't care. Thornhill wants to know where the stu-
dents are.
We're right here Chivon. And we're watching.
What do Chivon Tornhill and Danny DeVito have in common?
They each spend their time thinking about Other People's
Money.
Case in point: Thornhill, the chairman of the Day -Session
Student Government finance committee, proposed last week
that the DSSG purchase a stereo system. Part ofhis argument
was that government has the money to cover it, and that
PresidentLavonda Davis's stipendcouldrevert to the DSSGand
replace the stereo money. The logic behind this is apparently
that since Davis is the vice chairfor :fiscalaffairs on the Univer-
sity StudentSenate, she will be receiviug a.stipend from. them,
and that shouldencourageher togiveupher stipend here topay
for the stereo.
Good idea, except somebody forgot to tell Davis. If someone
had approached her, they would have been reminded that the
funds for the USS have been frozen as a result of September's
scandal involving overspending by USS Chairman Jean C.
LaMarre. Therefore, it is not clear that Davis will receive a
stipend for her work on the USS, Our conclusion, then, is that
since the DSSG has already unanimously approved $700 for
their Aiwa system, the money must come from some other
source. Ifit's student funds, you guys had better think again.
IfDavis receives her stipend and decides to purchase a stereo
with it, that's her option. But ifshe decides to revert the money
back to the DSSG, then.the money shouldbe subject to the same
guidelines that the DSSG has forced on other clubs that have
attempted to purchase stereo systems in the past.
It is solid fact that the other clubs on campus held their own
fundraising drives to purchase their audio equipment after
being turned down by the DSSG when they requested to use
student funds. Last spring, in fact, there was a lengthy debate
at studentgovernment concerningwhether one ofthe Christian
clubs oncampus couldpurchaseatapeplayerwith studentfunds
(listening to audiocassette sermons and teachings was a crucial






~It's Time to Get to the Point
CD
.c
i It was a telling moment. The woman stood before the crowdof
~ over 100 students and faculty gathered for a forum entitled,
Z ~ulticultura1ismatBaruchand Beyond.- This was supposedto
be about multiculturalism, she said with obvious disappoint-
ment in h~rvoiee. It's nothing but Jeffries·bc8hi7J8.
She had a point, but she mi88ed one. too. The forum certainly
did focos onthe legitimacy (or lack thereof) ofstatements made
byLeonardJeffries, thecontroversialCityCollege professorwho
visited Baruch last month. But at _the same time, African-
American and Jewish studentsand faculty we18 together, get-
ting their gripes off their~ discussing their number one
, pcQtofeontention, withoutresortiDgtoDame-C"JlUjngorye1)jng..
It was a dialogue, and we find no fault with that.
Arthur Lewin, chairperson d the Black and Latino Faculty
Caucus, and Midlael Wyschognwf, chairperson of the Jewish
FacultyAssociation, are to be commended for fostering a discus-
sion that encourages all members of the Baruch community to
participate. 'These two men have very different beliefs, and they
have not putthose differences asi~. Nor should they. Not until
they sit down with each other and listen to what the other has to
say.
The same is true of the black and Jewish communities, on
campus and beyond. Whetheror not the forum achieved its goal
of discussing multiculturalism, one message was clearly put
forth- It's time to communicate. The first step has been taken.
We believe this forum was a very positive event on ourcampus,
However, iffuture discussions focus on Jeffries, then it will be a
disservice to the true issue at hand.






















e 1991 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple. the App!e l~b 3JidMacin~ are registered trademarks ofApple Computer, Inc. Classic is a registered~licmsed~ro•.~,Inc.
Macintosh Oassic"System. Macintosh LeSystem. Macintosh llsi System.
Now's the right time to buyan Apple® . What's more, you may even qualify for the
Macintosh" computer system. Because right now new Apple Computer Loan,which makes buying a
you can save big on Apple's most popular com- Macintosh now eveneasier.
puters and qualifying printers. And Macintosh is So come inright now and check out the big
the right computer to help you achieve your best, savings on Macintosh. But hurry- these special
throughout college and beyond. savings last only throughJanuary 5, 1992.
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dent leader in an institution
that is 70 percent female and
from a member of a student
government thatis 97 percent
women. Mr. Thornhill evi-
dently does not respect or rep-
resent the views ofthe women
on the council ofwhich he is a
member.
Mr. Thornhill and his associ-
ates seem to have an agenda
thatis not in the best interests
of DSSG working together for
the benefitof'thestudentathey
are representing. He seems to
need to be at the center of at-
tention at whatever cost. So
when he was unable to have
his sexist opinion on rape be a -
part of the planning process
for a forum on rape, he then
cameandcreateda disturbance
in order to be in the limelight.
I also want to comment on
the picture that accompanied
the article. Zelphia Phillips
gave The Ticker a number of
photographs of the panelists
and the largely female audi-
ence. However, you chose to
use a picture showing two
men-Thornhill confronting a
security guard.
I hopein thefutureThe Ticker
is more responsible in its cov-
erage of activities' sponsored
by DSSG and those that ad-
dress important issues affect-
ing women at Baruch. And
next time it would be fitting to
ask a woman to cover such an
activity.




"Here is a scene,
for knowledge to find work in
their masters' house, forget-
ting their fellow oppressors in
the field who work hard just to
barely live on the land.
The confused house servants
~annot··see·whY they' are ·So .
distant from their field coun-
terparts. They fail to realize
that the teachings that they
are receiving are against them
and their people's condition.
At a time when they are all
opposed by a common oppres-
sor, they learn such individu-
alistic atti tudes as "every man
for himself." rather than "ev-
ery man for one cause." They
are therefore learning the
wrong principles, for these
principles keep them from irn-
proving their living standard.
The way to break all the
shackles of academic slavery
is to take control of the educa-
tion system from the hands of
the slave drivers,~and teach
your people yourselves orwith
your own supervision. When
you control your education,
thusyour thinkingprocess,you
then control your actions and
hence gain true freedom, asall
actions arepreceded~··by a
thought. In consequence, the
source of knowledge that fed
civilization from its very be-
ginning wiD once again now
uninterruptedly to bring hu-
manity forward in the next







is a member. "
discussion period. Neither
Thornhill nor Hernandez
heard any of the enlightening .
inforrnation presented by the
paneHsts.
.Mr. Thornhill's actions make
me question his role as a stu-
dent leader and member ofthe
Day Session Student Govern-
ment, DSSG sponsored the
forum. The substance of the
forum was discussed at more
than one council meeting and
voted upon by council.
For Mr. Thornhill to voice
his opposition to a forum on
rape bybargingin at the end of
the program and making mi-
sogynist statements against
the victim in the St. John's
case was disrespectful ()f the
women attending the program
and of the women on DSSG
council who worked diligently
to organize it.
This kind ofbehavior is very
disturbing coming from a stu-
Breaking the Shackles
Continued from Page 9
color) g~ve to the world in the
fields oflaw, mathematics, ar-
chitecture, medicine," philoso-
phy, and all other sorts of sci-
ence. The educators are en-
forcing thenotion ofinherited
inferiority upon their students
by making them think that
they never accomplished any-
thing in the past. This false
reconstruction ofhistoryis dis-
couragi ng them from building
a future. A wise man once
said: "a people withoutavision
for the future is like an au-
tumn leaf that has fallen from
a tree. It will go in any direc-
tion that the influencing wind
carries it without making any
resistance."
The shackle of bondage is
firmly wrapped around the vic-
tims' brains to make sure that
they never understand how to
playthegameoflife. Theslaves
are maybe taught to perform a
few chores for the master, for
example, but he will never be
taught the true mechanics of
politicsoreconomics. Toomuch
knowledge on the part of the
servant would yield the power
of the master over him, for he
will know how to control the
circumstances of his environ- '
mentand have a better grip on
his life.
Here is a scene in the life of
the modern slaves on the ur-
ban plantations. They leave
their shacks every morning,
traveling thru the fields look-
ing like walking zombies with
their eyes full ofsleep. Afewof
them who are schooledby their
ownerslearnhow tobepassive
and adore their masters'
wealth. This creates envy in
the slav"heart, as they try to
be c10serandcloser to the m&s-
ters'weslthwhileleavingtheir
kinsmenbehind. Theacademic
slaves use their acquired in-
doctrination that theymistake .
lowed to equate victory on the
. playing field with aggressive
disrespect for women.
Professor Bandele dealt with
rape from the perspective of
the violent culture fostered by
this society. She linked the
issue to the overall struggle of
women fighting againstcentu-
ries of oppression. She pre-
sented local and international
examples of the assault on
women atall levels ofourinsti-
tutions.
Brian Becker, a film producer
currently working on a docu-
mentary of Muhammad Ali's
life, talked about rape from a
historical perspective. He out-
lined the fact that rape ofAfri-
can women was institutional-
ized during slavery. He as-
serted that this legacy still af-
fects the way in which the .:
courtsandsocie~atlarge treat
a woman of African descent
when she is raped by white
men.
The program also included a
IS-minute film on date and
acquaintance rape. Some of
the film's statistical informa-
tion was alanning- one in six
women on college campuses is
raped andin the United States
a woman is raped every seven
minutes.
Ticker reporter Jonathan
Loring, who covered the story,
did not even attend the forum.
Ifhe had, maybe he would have
written a fairer account.
As it was, Loring relied pri-
marilyon theaccountofChivon
Thornhill, . who with his pal,
Jose Hernandez, carried out
an Ignorant and insulting sex-
ist attack at the end of the
realize that the truth hurts
but the truth can always De
documented or challenged...
The Jews are always remind-
ing the world oftheirholocaust
everychance they get, so it will
neverberepeatedagain (which
is to their credit). Now, blacks
are finallyjumpingon the band.
wagon. It"s time for black
people (at every chance they
get) to remind the world of the
atrocities that have been done
to them and are still being per-
petuated on them, in some form
or fashion. Thisway, the world
could see its ugly wickedness
so thatit will neverbe repeated
again. We can no longer cover
some of the truth. The truth is
the truth, so let it be told.
What are people like Habert
and Loring trying to hide by
attacking those such as Dr.
Jeffries and the Honorable
Minister Louis Farrakhan who
tell the truth?
Habert and Loring are
"ANTI·BLACK," because they
are trying to keep strongblack
leadersfrom speakingthe truth
to black people.
I commend people like Presi-
dentGoldstein whorealize that
the first step to solving any
problem is .dialogue.I am glad
he didn't fold under pressure
. from racist Iike Habert and
Loring.
In conclusion, all I can say to
Habert and Loring is : '"get a
life you Professional Racist !"
Goanddosomeresearch ortry
to find some scholars to chal-
lenge people like Dr. Jeffries
andMinisterFarrakhan ifyou













not it is by an
acquaintance or a
stranger, is an act
of violence against




outrage at the verdict. .The
accused have subsequently
been expelled from St. John's
University.
The trial of the remaining
two men started Oct. 28 in
Queens Supreme Court.
Professor Aliss. Solomon
talked about the myths associ-
ated with rape. For example,
rape, whether or not it is by an
acquaintance or a stranger, is
an act of violence against the
woman- it is not sex.
Professor Joan Gondola dealt
with the connection between
athletics and violence against
women. She said that male
athletes do not receive enough
guidance in terms of respon-
sible behavior. They are al-
ture and theirGod. Should they
revere Columbus as .thefr
knight in shinning armor, or
should they see him for the
devil that he really is? Never
.will I honor a devil and wicked
demon like Columbus.
Thomas Jefferson and
George Washington were no
better, because they both
owned slaves until they died!
Black people should never
honor any of these devils be-
cause they all contributed to
the physical, mental,and spiri-
Is It Anti-Black? Then It's Anti-Truth!
By Adrien Percy Jr.
What the hell is wrong With
some people?!! Mike Habert
wrote in the Oct. 30 issue of
The Ticker: "this so-called fo-
rum of multiculturalism rep-
resented nothing but America
bashing at its wOTSt." Then he





Lincoln and, yes, even George
Washington wereinsultedand
put down in front of the rau-
cous crowd."
This is exactly why we need a
Multicultural Education Pro-
gram. Ignorant people like
Mike Habert just continue to
shoot offat the mouth without
looking at the facts.
Let's look at some of these
"great American heroes" like
Christopher Columbus. He
was a greatman, butit doesn't
necessarily mean "good," The
word "great "(as Dr. Khallid
has taught us) means conse- tual mass-murder of blacks.
quential. Forexample, ifI say, Black people honoring these
"that was a greatearthquake, lD murderersislike aJewish per-
does that mean it was a "goodlD son honoring Hitler (and just
earthquake? Greatmeanscon- in case you were wondering
sequential. Christopher Co- the textbookdefinitionofdevil
lumbus conquered the new is a wicked or malevolent per-
world, which was "good" for son). ,
white people. Bat what about . I have to wonder ifJonathan
the Native Americans who Loring or Mike Habert heard
were slaughtered in the pro- theAlbanyspeech that iscaus-
cess- should they revere Co- ingthemsomuchhostility.lt's
lumbus as a good hero? obvious that. they didn't hear
If that's not enough, then the whole speech for them-
what about black people, who selves (or the one on Oct. 17,
were not only murdered, but for that matter). Ifanyone of
were made slaves? .Black .. them did, they wouldn't have
people were taken from their anything to complain about-
homeland,robbedoftheknowl- unless they are "ANTI-
edge of self, robbed of their BLA~ or "ANTI-TRUTIr'.
religion, robbed of theb cul- . We, as human beings, must.
-
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P .R..I.D.E. is for many a fmnily, their that "range from incoming freshmen
traditional Than~ving dinner is a taking English 2100 to seniors who are
perfect example,- E';ch member itching to- graduate, but 8!8 always
'eontributeg-'-BOmething-1o-the-~event"---win;ngtoauist8DyonewhoDeedsbelp"
whether it is .nome"Cooked or'store in anyclass,'"'orjuSt-SomeOne totaIk to.
bought. Every member is part of the P .R.I.D.E. knows how to have a good
P.R.I.D.E. family, a group of people time. Their ·After the party-parties"
are simply categorized by one word,
dangerous. You walk in to the salsa
playing, then quickly to the reggae and
hip-hop for anyone to dance to.
The person behind all this is Kevin
Crespi, who has been the president of
P .R.I.D.E. for the past two years. "I
could do all the work in the world and
pIan the greatest events but without
the people the club would be nowhere.
And fortunately this year we have a
great group of people."
Everyone remains strong as 8
individual in P.R;.I.D.E. whether they
are Latin or not, it is not a leading
concern for being a loyal member. The
multi-cultural diversity in the club
makes it strong and P.R.I.D.E. is
determined to remain strong. There is
alwayssomeonein the clubroom,either
playing cards, listening to music, or
studying, yes, P .R.I.D.E. members do
take their studying seriously. Officers
andmembers ofP.R.I.D.E.understand
how stressing college can be and they
offer a comfortable club room, with
games, cozy couches, and of course 8
basketballhoopforanyone whoisready
to play some one-on-one.
Over the years to name of the club,
P.R.LD.E., bas become to mean more
than juSt an acronym. It haS eeme to .
meana prideinyoursel~in youreulture
and in the club. And when ·all·these
things·are put.together they'stand ·for
whathasbecolne their club motto, -It's'
a PAID.E. thing." .
When deciding what is the right club
for you, look for one ofBavin'sfamous
flyers and go check P .RJ.D.E. out.
of Australia and Treasurer, Ernest
Weber of Switzerland signified the
. importance of globalization in the
human resource profession.
Another highlight for our student
.chapter members was being presentat
. the introduction of the Institute for
International Human Resources-, The
institute will serve SHRM's
internatioila1 division for providing a
global perspectivP\ for members who
specialize in international human
resource management.
The conference theme was -Charting
a Coursefor Diversity"and manyofthe
jJresentationsandeducationalsessions
dealt with strategies for handling
diversityandthe legal issues associated
with it.
Keynote speaker, Henry G. Cisneros,
former mayor of San Antonio, Texas
andnowchairmanoftheCisnerosAsset
Management Company, shared his
perspective on. the diversity of the
workfot:ce~ He explain.ed. that
-demographic collision"- the inci'ease
In the number of older workers'-
minorities, and the economically
disadvantaged- is the next big story of
this decade.
Cisneros noted that ·wewill-compete
with these new populations or we will
not compete.well at all." He stressed
that organizations need to address the
diversity issue from within 'the
corporate culture as well as the'
community. The importance of the
humanresource professional tocommit
. '·Contiiuiea on Page' i6· - . - - .. - ' --
~ . . ....
MemberS of Puerto Ricans for Involvement, Development and Enlighterment·
Superior Merit Award Goes to SHRM
By Maribel Olivieri. .
Located on the fourth floor' of the
StudentCenter, P .R.I.D.E. isone ofthe
strongestandmostdedicatedclubsopen .
toallBaruchstudents. cryou don'thave
. tobePuerto Rican tojoinP.R.I.D.E." is
the slogan that; has attracted "many
members and it's very much true.
Established' almost 25 years ago,
P.R.LD.E., which stands for Puerto
Ricans for Involvement, Development
and Enlightenment, was organized to
givethelargenumberofincomingLatin
students a place oftheir own. And over
the years, the club has grown intomore
than a casual meeting place. It has
become, for-many, a getaway from the
everyday_.~~~Lhassle_~in a coll~,--e__
with no campus.
P.R_LD.E. is the leading organization
in the Baruch club scene offering more
than a one-dimensional club open only
toa select group ofstudents. P.R.I.D.E_
. has become a front runner in opening
its doors to whomeveriswillingto spend
somequalitytimeenjoyingthemselves~.
meeting new people and building new
friendships.
The events that P.R.I.D.E. organizes
range from their widely popular "Make
your own sundae ice cream party" to share ofparties. -They also co-sponsor
the thoughtprovokingLatinAwareness several eventsinc1u4in.B'this~mester's
forum. At which two club members Music Festival on Nov 14th with
leadarounettabte-discWJSiOl'lSnn"i"ssues'·· - WBMB.. 1\s:--\Ve"lrllS'Hispanie-Week-
ranging frOm -disabled stUdentS to' 'with the other Latinclubs, in which
problems facing minorities. P.R.I.D.E.has a strong hand in
And of course they throw their fair organizing every spring semester.
___..~_._._'- ._';"~', .... :._...L._..-:.._;....;.;... ..:........-
The P.R.I.D.E.- of the Baruch College 'Cam.pus'
AJeX_.(~).HII""""indAMaf"-·~·
By IleJe..·Marra . StudentCbapter,whichhaSbeen active
..dAD", n..ne $iDee1966,haaachievedsuchbighlevel
Baruch College Student Chapter of reC9lDition•. Student Chap~r
.membersexperieneedmanyhighlights President, Helena Marra and
at the 43rd annual eonference of the Treasurer, Anna Tsang accepted the
Society <, 'for Human· Resource award for Baruch.
Management (SHRM)" which was held ' 1beconference brought tog~therover
in Cincinnati, Ohio in .June. The 5,100h1unan!leSOUl'Ce profesmonals and
society's most notable highlight Was studentchaptermembe~from allover
,winning the National· Superior Merit the world. AmongthOiSeln attendance,
Award for programing excellence were representatives from the World
during the 1990-1991 academic year_. Federation' ofPersonn~l Managen:t~nt
Thiswas the first tim.~thiittheBarUch ; AssociationS.'President John Maxwell
i, - - - - ._. __ - - _. - - - - - _l
text, and in such context, the
word"Jew"is no different than
the racial epithet, "nigger"
Now comes the controversial
part. Was Professor Jeffries'
descriptionofBemard Sohmer
as "the head Jew at City Col-
lege" and Diane Ravitch as "8
sophisticated, Texas Jew"
made in an anti-Semitic con-
text? I will address the Ravitch
reference first, because it is
somewhat less complex.
Ravitch is a Jew, she is a
Texan, and some might de-
scribe her as a sophisticated
lady. HoweverJeffries phrased
it in such a way as to play on
the oldanti-Semitic stereotype
of Jews as shrewd, devious .
people. In such a context, one
similar to the "Dirty Jew" epi-
thet, the reference is an anti-
Semitic slur.
As for the "Head Jew"refer-
ence, it is not as base a descrip-
tion as those I have mentioned
so far. Thus it is more open to
debate. However, the term
"head Jew," as I see it , was at
the very least,insensitive,and
demonstrated a serious lack of
respect for a fellow colleague
on Prof. Jeffries part. It would
have been better for Prof,
Jefferies to refer to Prof.
Sohmer as the "ranking Jew-




We were not able to print all
the letters we have received
because of space consider-
ations. Those letters which
have not beenprinted in this
issue will be run in our next




Reading The Ticker is like
reading the New York Post, or
worse yet- The Enquirer. In
past editions, The Ticker has
proven overand overagain that
. they..are not interested in the.
truth. Instead there number
one goal is sensationalism and
nothing but sensationalism.
The narrow minded state-
ments that are presented in
The Ticker are far from the
representation of the actual
events. You call what you are
doing journalism? Your writ-
ers don't even take the time to
attend the events they write
about. News is supposed to be
based on facts, notavehicle for
personal vendettas. I 'strongly
suggest that The Ticker gets a
copy ofany dictionary and look
up what the word journalism
means. Report the news as it










Is 'Jew' A Slur?
To The"Editor:
Both "Hey Len" by
S.C.Holland (10/31/91) and
"The N~ American Nation"
by Prof. Arthur Lewin (10/311
91) touch 'on an interesting
question: is the word "Jew" an
ethnic description or an ethriic
slur? The answer is that it
depends. In, most contexts,
"Jew" simply refers to a mem-
ber of the Jewish' faith, and is
nota negative term.( In fact, as
someone who is proud of his
Jewishheritageand traditions,
1 see it as a positive term.)
However, in some contexts the
word "Jew" takeson a negative
aspect. While walking the
streets of New York, I have
endured such verbal epithets
as "Dirty Jew" and "Jewboy."
Notice that both ofthese slurs,
and they are slurs, contained
the word "Jew." The point is







In the last New York City
mayoral election, David
Dinkins, in his victory speech,
made It a point to thank the
Jewish community of the city.
for being "a light unto the
nations." This was a reference
to the fact that Jewish voters
supported Mayor Dinkins at a
much higher rate than did
whites in general. In fact, the
Jewish vote is credited with
giving Mayor Dinkins the ex-
tra margin he needed to defeat
his Republican opponent.
In summingup, I believe that
history supports Prof.
Wyschogrod's statement that
"there is racism among all
whites, but there isless among
Jews than among others.". I
can onlyhopethatCatrene will
learn more about her people's
history, and that from such
knowledge she will develop a
greater sense of pride in her
religiousandcultural heritage.
Sharon Sam-son:
rights movement, This is a
shame, for there is much for
her to be proud of.
Let me give you a few ex-
amples ofJewishinvolvement
in the civil rights movement
over the years:
Julius Rosenwald, a Jew,
playedan important early role
in providing educational op-
portunities for African-Ameri-
cans.
The Urban League and the
NAACP were founded largely
with the aid ofJewish philan-
thropists and activists. J ew-
ishinvolvementin thesegroups
has continued to the present.
In general, civil rights activ-
ists have a disproportionate
number ofJews in their ranks.
It was not mere chance that of
the three martyrs in the 1964
summer civil rights crisis, the
two whites were Jewish.
Nov-e......ber 14, ·19?1·.
t-he 23rd St-ree-t Audlt-or.urn
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BSAAdvertising. a national recruit-
ment advertising agency, in mid-
town, has non-paying positions
available for students to 'assist the
Director of Information Services in
developing marketing research pro-
jects for leading U.S. firms. Good
phone manner, organizational skills
and typing I word processing are
required. Flexible hours. Students
majoring in business liberal arts.
marketing or secretarial studies
preferred. If interested in gaining













.8 To The Editor:
~ I was extremely saddened by
~ Catrene Baum's letter, "New
Z Day ofAtonement" (10/31191).
I was saddened because she
has apparently fallen prey to
exactlythe type ofpropaganda
that Jonathan Loring men-
tioned toward the end of his
excellent- Op-Ed piece,




that Jews are less racist than
the general white community,
I gather that she is ignorant of
the JeWish people's, her
people's, disproportionately













This groove starts when
doorsopenat 10pm. Admission
is six dollars before 12 p.m,
with an invite, eight dollars
thereafter and $10 without an
invite. Ladieegetin freebefore
11 p.m. 1 wouldn't, however,
advise getting there too early.
There's-nothlq-WQrse:thari °
beingamong the first to arrive
at a club and wondering why
you are there. In the case of
Dance Central Station, things
start to pick up as evening
progresses into earlymorning.
There is still, however, the
potential for much more.
Although Voodoo Ray's
closest friends stay in the
station past 6 a.m., there is
plenty ofroom for new visitors.
Thekey to making a successful
run at Dance Central Station
is inattractingnewfaces while
retaining old ones. Perhaps•Voodoo Ray will be able to cast
a spell and bring them in
dancing through the streets.
turnout are improving.
This party is not' for
prospective new comers who
are too cool or cute to sweat.
People who come out to pose or .
vogue just stand around and
stare at others who bug-out to
the music. Mirrorsfill the room
andfeed theegosofAlvin Ailey
... wannsil)ee'io'-ToIlve.·up~tO ·the .
dance studiofeel, theyspinand
sway to the music and reach
out for those who are cooling
offin thehot room. It's a really
layedbackenvironment(we're
talking jeans and a T-shirt)
where people hang out and
boogie 'til dawn.
OJ Camacho started things
off in September with house
music, classics and a touch of
reggae. He played for several
weeks. Then, DJ Disciple did
his thang for one Friday.
Finally, Voodoo Ray's partner,
"musicologist" OJ Basil, took
over. Hecontinuestomovethe
crowd of friends and loyal
followers with a house music
AOORESS _
NAME _
Don't flip burgers IhisJanuary!
COME WORK AT OUR HOUSE... PUBLISHERS CLEARING HOUSE. EARN UP TO $800
IN JANUARY (DEPENDING ON ASSIGNMENn AT OUR LONG ISLAND LOCATION!
.NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Call Personnel Collect at (516) 883-5432 (or send. the form below).
--~----~-------~------~------
MAIL TO:~ PUBLISHERS CLEARING HOUSE. PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT
!) L:S:::::::I P.O. BOX 803. PORT WASHINGTON, NY 11050
PLEASE SEND APPliCATION TO:
--,.--=- --=I.,
Central; Station (DCS) each
and ~erY Friday. . Dance
Central Station is a dance
studio turned club on Friday
. nights. It isn't the type ofplace
withbrightlightsandSaturday
NiB'ht Fever sparkle. As a
friend said, "i~s a rent a room,
.!~_o_'!J?_J., th!"_Q~.. -~__~a~~"
'- atmospherewith tightsecUrity.
Voodoo Ray, who iswell known
, in the club scene as a dancer/
choreographer and teacher at
this dance studio, has put
together the party.
This weekly party started in
September with a less than
successful turnout. I remember
walking into an almost empty
room and wishing I were home
watching Arsenio Hall. I
thought that Voodoo Ray's
popularity would draw in
biggernumbers. Hemusthave
forgotten that promotion and
positive wordofmouth are the
most powerful benefit to a




at a party they sponsored at a
club on October 25th. Many of
AMA's members waited fora
long period of time to be
admitted and/or were turned
away at the door. It's indeed
unfortunate that we are all
subjecttopick-n-choose politics
and can find ourselves lookin'




(Corner of GOth Street)
Voodoo Raybrings youDaru:e
WE TEACH SKIN 'CARE & SKIN CARE FOR MEN
Results-oriented products. Dermatologist tested. Mary Kay has a skin care
sysytem for you. Call today for a free consultation. Marilyn Camacho,
Independent ary Kay Beauty Consultant (718) 460-77!)6·
This yeaream y e in the SUD. REPS WANTEDFOR FREE tavelplus
CASH bonus. Vario packages! includingFlorida And Virginia Beach.
Call 718 204 0049
TAKEYOUR BREAK INGREAT BRITAIN!Exchange v~tions arranged
between students in England and America Discount air fare available. Contact
STUDENTS ABOARD, LID., P.O. Box 944
Orangevale,CJ\ 95662Tel: (800)428-8538Fax: (916) 635-1165
ReknownedPortrait photographer needs exotic/sensual people of all ages for
picturebook'offering free photo session andphotograph.
Contact Steven 212 529-4765
Tutoring
Offering one-on-one tutoring in CoIl. Algbr-Trig-Precalc-Calc-Stats-
Probability-Finite & Discrete Math- Physics-Chemistry-Spanish-
French-German:-GRFlOMAT prep - ESL - SIO/15M. Call Ray
Bacchus (718) 493-6942 afetr 4PM.
On The Club Tip_
Ticker Classifieds
Welcome, once again, to
GOTrA HAVE SOUL. Your
comments and responses are
encouragingandI welcome any
suggestions thatyoumayhave
on the club tip. I especially
appreciate the positive
feedback to last issue's (10130)
piece, "Lookin' At The Front
,Door," Even a member of
Baruch's own American
Marketing AsSociation (AMA)



















.. -. -Effie Michailidis, ~sident of the
Baruchchapter,said,"Theinfonnation .
tables really helped us a.lot, because
we were able teexplein to the students.
the benefits of Golden Key, and were
also able to invite ·everyone to °
participate in any of our meetings,
activities, or community service
projects." .
National regulations permit only
"those students who meet the
aforementioned requirements to be on
.theroster,butlocal, chapterrulesallow
any member of the Baruch student
body to participate in any of their
programs.
«One of our most recent community
._ service projects is the 'Tutor the
~ Children' literacy program. We have
.~ students who are members of Golden
~ Key as well as students who are not,
e.;;, that are involved in the program," said
based on the 15 percent of Baruch Kathy McNally, vice president of
students, who had completed at least programming.
61 credits, with a cumulative grade Besides activities and program
point average of 3.25 or better. For information, the students were
transfer students tobe eli ·ble atleast infonnedofthree different scholarships
that they may be eligible for.
Included in these three was a
graduate scholarship for
$10,000.
One of the problems that the
Golden Key students had
throughout the week was that




Baruch'sArt department took it
another.
Louie Yioupis, chairperson of
Golden Key's Multicultural
committee, said, "Itreally wasn't
a problem, when Manufacturers
Hanoverset up their table in our
spot. Wejust movedover some,
andsetupour tablebeside them."
He added, "Besides, one of our
officers started talking to one of
Manufacturers Hanover's
representati~es~" ii.ild maybe
there's a possibilitythat thebank
.. "11J spoE~!.~~~ _of~~~e.!i..~r.'s
generalmeetings~in~cj.ol_t.nere
would be a savings bond raffied
off at the meeting."
Mark D. Herndon, associate
director ofchapter development
and corporate affairs from the
national headquarters in
Atlanta, Georgia,was also at
Baruch to assist in «Awareness
Week". He said, "Ranked with
other schools in the northeast
I region, Baruch College is one of
the stronger chapters. They are
definitely in the running for a
Key Chapter Award at next
year's national convention in
Arizona."
I There will be an induction
! ceremony to recognize all of the
new members on December 6,
1991, in the 23rd street
auditorium. It will be followed
by a receptionin the.Oak Lounge.
-s•••
of the 1992
He added,"We hope that the students
who are eligible, but didn't receive an
invitation, contact us so that we can
send them the information,"
The list of names enerated were
Corrrpl.iments
All you need to do is fill out the entry form for a free
cruise at the time of your portrait sitting.
Imagine yourself on this fabulous fun-ship!
Have your Yearbook Senior Portrait taken dU~ing the
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12:00 noon -7:00p.m..
Student Center, Room 302
• <
There is no charge for your sitting, IT'S FREE!
:-fave your Senior Yearbook Portrait taken now
for the 1992 Lexicon
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Win a Free 3 or 4 Day
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't By Riehrd Roberts
~. Last week was "Awareness Week" for
~ Baruch's chapter of the Golden Key
• National Honor Society. The
0; organization had information tables
~ set up in the lobby of the 24th street
en building. Flyers, posters, and banners
~ were placed in each of the Baruch
.8 College buildings. From Mo-nday,
E November 4 through. Thursday,
~ November 7, student officers and
~ members within the organization were
on hand to answer questions for
prospective new members.
Some students, whose eligibilities ..
were alreadypre-determined, were sent
invitations to join by mail. "We had a.
list of686 eligible-names that we sent
invitations, but sometimes there are
cross-ups in themail orcomputererrors
that may accidently overlook students
who' are actually qualified," said Alan
Szydlowski, vice president of














Do you know your ABCI,?
left wantingmore music or made to feel
overwhelmedbythe mix. Thisalbamis -
simply, complex simple House music at
it's commercialized best. All ten (plus
one remix of the first single, "Say It")
cuts on the album neatly intermesh
'....ith each other creating the sensation
ofone long playing groove. Thereisone
feat that I have rarely had the
opportunity to enjoy in my career (if
you could it that .... Where's my pay
check?) as a music critic. That feat is
to be able to actually place a new CDin
the player and be able to listen to it a
second time without editing through
the tracks of wasted effort. They are
always added to tEe album just so the
list oftitIes on the cover has more than
two names of quality recordings that
are actually on the album.
Usually I list the names of the titles
that I feel stand out on the album. This
time I will make an exception to the
normal policy. Why? I'll tell you why.
This is one of the rare cases where it
would be counter productive to list all
of the selections on the album.
Therefore I will conclude by saying if
youlike smooth Housemusic thatflows
with a jazzy feel toot you could either
danceorrelax to, then ABC-has worked
some magic and Abracadabra is for
you.
Back in 1978, during the "new" British Invasion, a three-man rock band,
calledThe Police, arrested the American music scene. Theirmusic was simple,
and so was their name.
Theyhad threealbums shoot up theBillboard charts, but theirfourth, Ghost
In The Machine was and still is the epitome of their career.
On previous Police albums there were two or three pop hit songs, but on
Ghost In The Machine there were six. A song list like "Spirits In The
Material World," "Every Little Thing She Does Is Magic," "Invisible Sun,"
"Secret Journey," "Rehumanize Yourself," and "Too Much Information," is one
that most bands can't even gather on a greatest hits collection, or maybe even
a box set. .,
By 1981, they had amassed a huge following. Most rock lovers in the world
owned at least one of their albums. Everyone oftheir albums sold way over a
million copies. They were laudedas the greatest rock band ofthe eighties, and
the eighties were on~woyears old.
Ifyou look at the album, you'll also notice that most of the songs say that
they're written by Sting. In reality, a lot of the music writing fell on the
shoulders ofdrummer Stewart Copeland. It was sort oflike the Beatles songs
that are accredited to LennonIMcCartney. Actually, whoeveryouhearsinging
a Beatles song is the one that wrote it.
The Police will always be remembered as one of the major innovators ofthe
eighties rock scene. Sting brought the bass back into a lead role in rock music
(but then HeavyMe~ took it back out again) and Stewart Copeland made the
music magazines recognize the drums as significant portion ofrock music.
! In 1983 they released Synchronicity. They added five more hit singles to
I their already impressive list.
::Ii But then in 1984 they announced that they would take a short break-up to
.( pursueotheroutlets. It's been sevenyearssince then and we stillhaven'theard
l anything from Sting, Andy Summers and Stewart Copeland as a whole. And,
&! eventhough it would be great, we probably never will.
t _
• •
This year, with a larger membership
thanbefore,-preparation andpromotion
for these type of activities should be
easier. "Since September, fifty new
members have joined," says Gail
Augustus, a member ofWBMB's staff.
"With more people helping us," she
says, "the more we can accomplish."
One thing the WBMB staff has still
not accomplished, but hopes to in the
future, is obtainingan FCC license. As
ofnow the stationcanonlybroadcast in
the 23rd, 24th, 26th and Park Avenue
South buildings. If they had an FCC
license they could broadcaet on FM
radio as well. Unfortunately,
eventhough theyhaveanAMftequency,
WBMB cannot be picked up outside of
the mentioned buildings, because the
signal is transmitted along the power
lines within the buildings. So, only a
radio inside the buildings can tune into
WBMB, 590 AM.
"Unfortunately, there are only so
many available slotson the radio andit
takes a few years to get a license," says
Nelson Fernandez. "Even so," he




Let's go to the new home of House.
Unfortunately for us we will have to go
to England. Why is it that Europeans
al ways take American creations,
embrace them and then further the art.
While at the same time we Americans
are constantly making a mockeryofthe
music presently released by rushing to
make cheapimitations ofthe latest hit.
In step the next group of Englishmen,
ABC, show usfools the properwayto do
Housemusic. With theirnewlyreleased
album Abracadabra, their first on
MCA Records, ABC takes the art form
known as commercial House music
closer to the mainstream.
ABC has always been known as a
dance group and this album keeps true
to their tradition. Throughout
Abracadabra's smooth flowing,
bounceinspiringselectionsMartinFry's
creamy vccafs both soothe and comfort
the listener. While undemeath the
cream flow lies a driving House beat
that pretty much stays constant for the
length of the album.
It is refreshing to once in a while hear
dance music that was created from
scratch. No I don't mean from
scratching records but music composed
solely ofjust the work ofmusicians who
know the meaning ofthe word MUSIC.
Creators ofdance music have relied too
heavily on samples (ohhl! there's that
dirty word again that everyone uses
but no one wants to talk about) instead
of picking up an instrument and God
forbid making their own original
composition.
ABC along with producer Dave
BascombeCofTearsForFears andOleta
Adams fame) manage to fill your ears
while not cluttering the sounds you
hearby addingjust the right a:mountof
arrangement to each song. Never is
there a spot on ~he album where one is
What-~-BaJ.!uen---Has- A
Radio Station!
Speak into themike. AWBMB OJ bringing the,ounds to you.
By Cheryl Comeau
Several changes are taking place at
WBMB 590 AM, Baruch College Radio.
The station will have a morediversified
format, sponsor more events amd have
a larger membership than in previous
years.
New shows added to the station's
schedule will include, Roots Rock
Reggae with D~. Scandalous. Latin
Music with Nestor, and Industrial
Music with D.J. Conradieal, to name a
few.
The first event the radio station is
sponsoring in conjunction with Alpha
Phi Delta, Club Caricom and the
Caribbean StudentAssociationisa free
concertin 23rdStreetauditorium. The
concert, scheduled for November 14,
will feature Calypso group Super Blue
and Rap group Black Sheep. An added
attraction will be Sean Griffith and
ArthurJameson, two Baruch students
who play rhythm and blues. More
music groups may be booked and
comedy will be a part of the show.
Other events like this one are on the
station's agendaas well as contestsand





The Ticker comes out hi-weekly.
The Newsletter comes out weakly.
Toputitall ill a nutsheit the
'SHRM National Conference
was a great learning
experience. It provided the
opportunity for one to expand
hislher knowledge as well as
improve their communication
skills. Ifgiven the opportunity
for newmembers toattendnext
year's conference which will be
held in Las Vegas, Nevada. I
would recommend that each
student come prepared with
the intentions to participate
in various events, networking
with professionals, and
bringing back valuable
information to the Baruch
communi .:
. , -
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Conte See Us On Campus
• Among the lowest expenses in the
insurance and mutual fund indust ries"
• A variety of ways to receive income.
including lifetime retirement income.
payments over a fIxed period. or as cash.
TIAA-CREF CAN HELP MAKE
YOUR DREAMS COME TRUE.
WIth the help of TIAA-CREF. retirement
can be your chance to look after yourself. .
the way you've always wanted. After all,
nobody deserves it more.
In addition to all
presentationsandeducational
sessions, over.gsO exhibitors
were present to display their
products and services in the
HRMarketplace: This
exhibition hall created for the
conference provided an
excellent opportunity for both
students and professionals to
network with one another.
Instead of the traditional
formal banquet this year,
SHRM hosted three theme
dinners which provided three
times as much fun and
entertainment. Each gounnet
dinner was complemented by
themed decorations, dancing
and a show. After the dinner
and the show. I sampled all
three dances which featured
an eleganteraofthe Fabulous
40's; the Rock and Roll 50's
and 60's music with "The
Platters;" and hot salsa music
pulsing in Latin rhythms with
Tito Puentes in the "Latin
Fiesta."
- -- ---------- ----
, -
people are now thinking very
differently about work and
family issues.
Economic pressures and
global competition now force
men to work evenlongerhours
which means that woman will
have to take care ofeverything
else; thus limiting the
contributions that woman can
make. Webber states that
"womenareoursecret weapons
in global competiveness" and
that men and women must
share career and fami ly
responsibili ti es. Schwartz
notes that women and
minorities are "untapped
resources." She adds, "Were
not talking about problems
we've got to solve, but we're
talking about resources, about
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R t ir e m e nt should be everything youdreamed it would be. WIth good
health, you may spend a quarter ofyour life
doing the things you've always dreamed of
-like travelling the world. starting your





Annuities are a unique way for members
of the education and research communities
to save extra money for their retirement
years. Through tax-deferred savings,
TIAA-CREF SRAs can help provide the
extras that will make your retirement rr ujv- -
enIO,\ able. They \-vill supplement your
baSIC pension and Social Security in retire-
ment, and t he\' offer real benefn s no w
• T~e benefits of tax deferral
WHEN PLANNING FOR THE ,
SOME PEOPLE WANT EVEItYTmNG.






... Continued {rom P~e 13
~ themsel ves and their
~ companies to community
• development may determine
0; what Cisneros predicts for
~ America's ability to compete,
M prosper.andeven, surviveina
-- very demanding world.
~ Felice Schwartz, author of
E "MommyTrack"andPresident
~ of Catalyst, a non-profi t
~ organization created to foster
the advancement ofwomen in
the workplace, and Alan
Webber, Editorial Director of
the Harvard Business Review
discussedlifestyle changesand
genderin the workplace. They
stressed that businesses must
provide work and family
options to theiremployees. The
fact that the media believes
that there should be a "Daddy













The Incredible Hulk is one of the hottest Super·Heroes at Conventions.
on 33rd St and Seventh Avenue, this 12 cents classics like "Sgt. Fury and
past August. This show was the show His Howling Commandos," which
oftheyear. The GreaterEastern Comic currently book for around $20 each(as
Book Convention. long as they are before 1970), classic
There were over 500 dealers from D.C.'s, drawn by legend Jack Kirby,
across the United States and if you "Sandman," "The New Gods,"
wanted something specific, you were "Omac"(which is now being done by
bound to find it somewhere. I had the John Byrne), and"The ForeverPeople,"
luck to stumble upon a table or should from the 70's, all of these books are
I say tables attached together, that valued at $4 and I got them for around
offered all of their books at six-for-a- 17cents each. The biggest steal for me
dollar. I didn't know what to expect at was getting an early Ma.rvel Frank
first, after all the dealer had over 20 Miller work, "John Carter Warlord of
boxes for me to choose from. I searched Mars" #18, which currently books for
them all. $20, I picked up three of them. -
While all the inexperienced collectors What makes these shows special is
were jumping at the chance to pick up that any collector can just walk in and
all of the "X-Men" #:1, Vol. II, and all of enter another world. The collector can
its five covers, I searcbed through these instantlybetransported to the mediurns
20 boxes and camel"out with some pat,atone table and jetted back to the
incredible ems. Gems-like ~l!:':'.~.z::.I!..... .~~!~,..~~.:~e~~~~.7.:.:.:.:.:.: ...:::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:::;:::;:;:::;:::::;:;:;:;
.
Baaing around ....T1Ie Vole8 of the Beehive. .I
they came to the point where they ~nallybas.inspired them. R.E.M.
needed to pick a name fast. And, the '. iS~'their favorite, along with Red Hot
best theycame. up with wasVoice ~~the -chili Peppers, Talking Heads and The
Beehive. The music they listen to Kinks.
shopping? And, is searching for a comic
book justas fun as actually purchasing
one? Ifyou have answered yes to one or
all of these questions then comic book
conventions are for you.
If you consider yourself at least an
interested collector than going to a
convention should be a treat. Ofcourse,
there is the matter of cost. It will cost
between three and ten dollars to get
intoany show dependingon the amount
of dealers at the show or the shows
location and travelling costs. But this,
I tell you as a convention goer and
comic fan, isjusta small price to payfor
the enjoyment and bargains you will
experience by attending any
convention.
Where else can you find six-for-a-
dollarcomicbookboxesand get to choose
from rare titles like, Marvel"s
"Battlestar Galactica," "Omega the
Unknown," and "2001: A Space
Odyssey," to a beat up copy of any
Ironman. You might also find some
rare gems like D.C.'s "Superfriends,"1 "Turok Son of Stone." and "Prez." In
most boxes, you'll find thousands ofi failed independent titles. But most of
J all, where else in this world can you
'J) ,~-~~: ~~c~tt~::-~:rent vanetY -
go ofbooks to choose from and you'll find
e a wide range of prices for the same
! ~ material. Some dealers will specialize
! ein Golden Age books andsome will deal
: ~ exclusi~ely withn~wbooks. The fun is
___i!_ § in finding out which type of book you
l-_--.:::::=::.!:..-______ ~ like and want to search for.
] If you're lucky you'll find deals
~ impossible to turn up. I attended a
showat the Penta, now Ramada Hotel,
Are you sitting there wondering how
you can get the best deals on comic
books? Are you reluctant to pay your
local dealers highly inflated costs?
When you walkinto a dealer's store are
you tired ofseeing that the oldest book
is the same age as your little brother or
sister? Do you seek variety and a large




. VOICE OF THE BEEHIVE
Honey Lingers




Wolverine has taken over IS the big man
atIbe conY_ion scene. .
Record Review
Fantasy For Sale:
The Comic Book Convention
and eventually they did. Tracey and
MelissaareoriginallyfromLosAngeles,
and then they decided to travel to
London back in 1986. Hanging out in
the English pubsandmeetingditrerent
types of musicians, they finally found
the right ones to work with.
One of the best .songs on Honey.
Eccentric, is what describes Voic~ of Lingersis"MonstersandAngels,"with
the Beehive best. Their outgoing itsgreatmusical stamina. WithTracey
personality is whatad.li~thisgro~ps' and Melissa's echoing voices raise this
musical style. The group s two leading song to its full potential, as they sing,
ladies Tracey and Melissa make their "There is peacefulness and rage in us
descent into the moral quagmire of all, sugar and salt and: their is ice and
rock and roll. Just listening to this fire. ,. Combined with a flowing melody
group makes you think of th~ B-52's. this song is a true hit.
Then again, Tracey and Melissa are The song "Don't Call Me Baby,'" a
sisters so maybe Heart is more. . i-wonderful acoustic song, is Tracey's
With their alternative musical version of her past relationship with
rhythmthebandupgrades theirguitar. her ex-boyfriend, And, the track •Just
'Thesistersstated, "Wearethebelievers, A City"iswhatwonVoiceoftheBeehive
in three cord song." What makes this their recording contract with London!
band so unbelievable are the men. The Polygram records. They take pride in
quiet one on g:!1itar~ ~ike Jones; their cover of the Partridge Family
unconscious bassist Martin Brett, and theme song, "Corne on Get Happy,"
the thumper on the drums, Daniel sinceboth sistersgrewup watchingthe
"Woody" Woodgate. They have been television show and adoring David
tcgether for five years, of eternity. . Cassidy, justas practicallyevery other
"It wasn't easy getting the right band teenage girl of the 1970's did.
members, we wanted to find serious The name. "Voiceofthe Beehive was
musicians," says Tracy and ~~li.s~.. created. when the band realized that. . . - - .. .. _.
media, and it asks questions
ahout their ethical
responsibilities.
It isn't just the poor casting
of"TheYearof'IbeGun" which
knocks it slightly ofT target.
There is something else,
something about the film as a
whole which causes it to fall
short ofbeing excellent. But it
is similar to when we eat in a
restaurant: The last piece of
cheesecake or the final sip of
"cappucino is the last thing we
will taste. If that is good, you
can somehow forget a little of
what wasn't good. The ending
of "The Year of The Gun" is
gripping and sizzling, and it
leaves you with a good last
taste in your mouth. AIthough
it frustrates throughout on
several levels, it ultimately
leaves you satisfied, full; and
with no reservations about
paying the check.
.. . .. ... ~ ..
forsuch afirerycharacter.John
Pankow is decent as Italo,
Raybourne's closest·friend. The
bestperformance isbyValeria
Golino, a native Italian who is
more .than convincing as
Raybourne's Italian lover Lia
Spinelli.
At times "The Year of The
Gun" drags, and it's plot
becomes' overly complex.
However, when themanuscript
ofRaybourne's novel falls into
the wrong hands, and his
creative plot to kidnap former
Prime Minister Aldo Moro is
uncovered by The Red
Brigades, the film builds
intensity and never slows
down. The terrorists are
committed and brutal, andit is
their violent acts which
provoke considerable thought
on how far one should go for a
political cause. The film also
touches on the influence ofthe
Amyste,,'groWl In naif. with-lifear Of 11ie Gun-
accuracy by cinematographer
Blasco Giuarto. 'There is a
contrastofbeautyandviolence
which surfaces scene after
scene, such as an ancient
Romanfountain reddenedwith
a bullet ridden corpse, or an
Italian Square crowded with
rioters and police. .
There is an honest style to
the films presentation which
works perfectly for a story that
is littered with dishonesty. The
problemsofthe film are unclear
except for the casting. Andrew
McCarthy ("Pretty in Pink,"
"Less Than Zero") is bland and
childlike in the role of David
Raybourne. He seems better
equipped for a John Hughes
film. Not even the seductive
beauty of Sharon Stone can
disguise her inadequate
performance as the gutsy
photojounalist Allison King.
She is too monotone andfrozen
nations. American journalist
David Raybourne is writing a
fiction novel about The Red .
Brigades, but his use of real
life acquaintances and theplot
ofthe bookare more truth then
he would have ever guessed.
This thrusts him into a web of
misunderstandings, danger,
poli tics, terrorism, and
deception.
Veteran director John·
Frankenheimer has a knack
for the political thriller. His
impressive list includes "The
Manchur-ian Candidate,"
"Black Sunday," and "Seven
Days in May." His direction of
this film is smooth and
methodical. The story unfolds
like the Michael Mewshaw
book it is based on, chapter
afterchapter. The cityofRome
andthe Italian countryside are
photographed with pinpoint
and into my heart. With his
use of facial expressions, and
the changes in the tone of his
voice Kuhn made the life of, .
Jesus even more real than
before.
Though this was a solo
performance, I could see all of
the characters. I could see the
sinner woman coming to wash
.Jesus' feet with her tears. I
could see her wipe his feet with
her hair. I could feel Jesus'
compassion. Kuhn knelt and
stretched out his hand to the
air but I could see the woman,
crying.
There was laughter in the
show as well as tears. In the
beginning, Kuhn stretched his
eyes to show the fear of the
shepherds when the angel
appeared and told them that
the savior was born.
Not only did Kuhn bring the
audience into the show, he
brought the lecture hall into it
as well. Jesus tells the story of
how a man went to his friends
house at midnight. Another
one of his friends had come to
town and he had nothing to
givehim. Kuhn used the inside
ofthe Iecturehall as the outside
of the man's house, and the
outside of hall as the man
yelling from within.
Basically, the performance
was the Gospel according to
Luke, according to BruceKuhn.
Itwas a way of ministering. It
was a way of understanding
God's word. It wasseeing what
J~sus was like. It was. the
clos-est 'thing )N.e h ave to
actually ~ing.there _ ,
-"-- """ ..... - -" ..
Movie Review
YearOfThe Gun;StarringAndrewMcCarthy,ValerieGolino
and Sharon Stone; Directed by John Frankenheimer; Written
by David Ambrose. Triumph Releasing/Columbia Pictures.




By Lisa J. McInnis
Do you remember on "The
Electric Company" when there
would be the two faces on the
T.V. screen spelling words?
The face to the left would say
the first syllable to the word,
and the person on the right
would say the last putting the
word together. The letters
wouldcorne outoftheirmouths
as they saidit. When the letters
were put together you could
seethe word. That'swhat"The
Gospel ofLuke" was like.
On Thursday, October 31,
InterVarsity Christian I
Fellowship sponsored the
presentation of"The Gospel of
Luke" in room 4 North in the,
23rd Streetbuilding. It is a one
man show which premiered at
the acclaimed Actors Theater
ofLouisville and received rave
reviews.
"Luke" is the story of Jesus
Christ memorized from the
King James Version of The
Bible, and told by Broadway
actor Bruce Kuhn dressed in
modern, casual clothing.
Bruce's scenery consisted of
three chairs, set in positions so
that they played different parts
for different scenes, along with
the olatform and the lectern
whi~h were already in the
lecture hal1. Healsohadaseat
in the audience set up for his
use.
"The Gospel of Luke," is the
word ofGod. It was fascinating
to see it performed. When I
looked again at those passages,
after seeing them performed,
the words jumped off the page
The~isafinelinebe~een
what is good and what is
e¥cellent. It is like eating out
in a quality restaurant: The
meal may be good, but it is
missing just that Iittle extra
something which would make.
it great. You can never put
your ·finger on exactly what
that little something is, and it
is a frustrating feeling wi th
which we can all identify.
This is the case with "The
Year of The Gun," a good film
which fires several shots at
excellence, but always comes
up just short.
"The Year of The Gun" is a
political thriller set in 1978
Rome. It is a time in Italy
when the terrorist group The
Red Brigades are at their most

















Gary Siano: guard - He has
1m. exceTIentattitudeandplays
a heads up game. '
Nick Kyriakopoulos: guard -
Mentally and physically he's
very tough.
Offensively, the team has
some question marks. "Iknow
we can score, but I'm not sure
where it will come from. We
don't have a pure scorer that's
why we need everyone to con-
tribute," Rankis said. Daniels
on the other hand feels other-
wise.. "Everyone can score, it
won't be, a problem. We all
knowourrolesandlimitations.
We will run and gun."
On the defensive end, the
team should shine. Last sea-
son Baruchheldit's opponents
to 44% field goal shooting,
which-lead the division. h-
cordingtoResvanis the defense
will be even better, "we take so
much pride in our D. The best
offense is a great defense.
Keeping the other team from
scoring is the best way to win."
Some ofthe team practices are
dedicated totally todefenseand
it ~l definitely- be the focal
point of the team. Daniels
,~, ~some days elH· sbeet-·- - ..
.ing' may be off, but the defense
is a constant. You can play
good D everyday, aU it takes is
everyone working together."
Being that the Baruch Col-
lege gym is not large enough,
all home games are played at
Xavier High School, 30 West'
16thstreet. CoachRankissym-
pathizes with his players. he
says, "it's difficult to practice
in our gym and then play our
nome gameson a totally differ-
ent court. The ball and
backboards react differently
but they get used to it and like
all good' teams they adjust.'"
:Resvanis doesn'tfeel it ismuch
()fa problem. He adds, ~e get
a nice size Baruch crowdat the
games. It's strange to l~
around and see nothing but
Xavier banners, but you get
used to it."
The team has set high goals
for themselves. "We want to
win the championship," said
Resvanis. Accordingto Daniels
the team has what it takes
" h 'we old our own destiny. We
can play with anybody in the
league." Coach Rankis agrees
with them adding, "although
we're undersized, if everyone
does their job and not worry
who gets the credit we will be
fine." It sounds like the team
is shooting for 'the moon, but
that's okay. Because, if they
miss at least they'll fall among
the stars. Blast-off begins on
November 22. Be there.
Join the Women's Basketball Team





IThard work Pays oft: this
years men's basketball team
should be paid in full. 'On
November 23 at 4 P.M. they
will tip-off against NY Poly
,Techand the squad can hardly
wait.
Coach Ray Rankis alongwith
assistant Rick Swillinger feel
the team will be one of their
better ones. "The guys are
young and will improve as the
season progresses. We're
quicker and deeper than last
year, which makes us more
flexible," said Rankis.
Seven veterans andfive new-
comers will try to improve on
last year's 12-13 record.
Rankis said, "each player has
a role to fill, if the team will be




ward - The team's captain will
, have to lead the others. Re-
bounding and blocking shots
Will be his main concern. Coach
Rankis calls him, "a great
leader .It
Kirk Davis: forward - He av-
eraged 15.5 points per game
and-will be asked to do more of
'thesa.me:-· - .... "
-, DerRoit Holmes: guardlfor-'
ward . On a team that will
stress defense, he isoneoftheir
best. His smothering style can
take an opposing player- right
out of the game.
Jimmy Resvanis: pointguard
- He set a record for assists by
a freshman and will only get
better. CoachRankis described
him as a, " play maker who
uses his head." He will be the
floor general.
BrianSkriloff: guard/forward
- He will be the teams 3 point
shooter and also plays well on
the defensive end. '
Victor Gjecaj: center/forward
- Daniels described him as,
"new and improved." The big
man will be counted on to give
quality minutes, crashing the
boards and blocking shots.
Cecilio Freeman: guard - He
satoutlastseason. Hisexperi-
enceandunselfish attitude '\ViII
be a plus to the team. ,
The Rookies:
Selvin Lowe: guard - He's the
teams best finisher on the fast
break, "Dynamicandenthusi-
astic,"'ishow Rankis described
him. He's also an excellent
leaper.
Leon Walker: guard/forward
- He plays a very smart game
andhandlespressureverywell.
David Sherman: guard - This
transferstudentisaveryphysi-
cal player who gives up his
body for the team. Coach
Rankissaid, "heIeadsthe team
... " ,"': :- ",' ..
also earned her 300th career
victory in the tournament,
when theLadyHawks defeated
John Jay College in pool play,
15-2, 15-6. Wansart has a cur-
rent career coaching record of
302-116; this includes 52-
match and l09-game winning
streaks against CUNYAC op-
ponents (since November
1987). For theHunterwomen's




the contenders must be sepa-
rated from the pretenders:
4gers-Without Joe Mon·
tana the magicjustisn't there.
Steve Young is good but he
can't pull rabbits outofhis hat
like Joe. Ronnie Lott and
Roger Craig both defected
and therefore the team lacks
leadership.
Bears- Their passinggame is
terrible. Defensivelytheydon't
scare many teams.
Giants- If Ray Handley
quits now and anyone except
Joe Walton takes overmaybe
they have a chance.
Redskins- They seem like the
team to beat and should make
it to the SuperBowl. All around
they have no apparent weak-
nesses. Horne field advantage
thro~houttheplayoffsshould
make it easier.
Saints- The defense is good
enough but the offense will be
the teams downfall.
Broncos- Take them out of
MileHighstadium and theyre
very beatable. They have no
running game.
,Chiefs- They_ have .azeal
'chance. The defense is excel-
lentandsoistherunninggame.
Bills- Definitely the team to
beat. They have an awful lot of
.talent on both sides ofthe ball.
Theyseem to be on a mission to
avengelastseasonsSuperBowl
loss. Horne field advantage
throughout the playoffs should
defini tely get them there.
Oilers- A very explosive team
offensively. Suddenly, their
defense has been great too.
They have a good chance but
can they beat the Bills at Buf-
falo? Nab!!
Lions- If'you can keep Barry
Sanders from running wild
the Lions don't have much else
except a good quarterback in
Rodney Peete who can't stay
healthy. The defenseisgetting
betterall the time'andtheteam




with 10 assists, earned AlI-
Tournament honors as well.
Hunter defeated City Col-
lege, 15-4, 15-1, to advance to
the finals, paced by Deborah
Caesar, with 8 kills, and
Carmen Tieso, with 12 assists.
Baruch defeated Lehman in a
hard-fought" three game
match, 13-15,,15-7, 15..9, to
advance.
Hunter coach Terry Wansart'
Riddle ofthe week: Why was but I have confidence in him
BuckShowalterfiredas'Yan- he'll do it sooner or later.
kee third base coach, thenjust Just how good of a coach is'
three weeks later rehired as St. John's Lou Carnesecca?
their manager? So many ofhis impact players
(A) Buck improved greatly don't PaD out in the N.BA.
during the three weeks he was Walter Berry, Matt Brust,
unemployed. Willie Glass, Shelton Jones
(B) The Yankees are using a and Ron·Stewart are all non-
new promotion system.' existent. Even Chris Mullen
(C), George Steinbrenner needed a couple of seasons .to
is still running the team, progress. Doyou think he has
After Twins first baseman turned Rob Werdan into an
Kent Herbek muscled Bon NBA player? How come he
Gant off of first base for an doesn't get the top Metropoli-
out, he received several offers tan area players to play for
to wrestle professionally. Af- him? His old fashioned style
-ter the way he hit in the series just doesn't cut it any more.
I think he should take them. The Pittsburgh Steelershave
New Mets manager Jeff talented personnel on offense;
Torborg Is a great choice. but lately they're having big
When he took over the White problems. Scoring points has
Sox they had not been to the become a major task as quar-
World Series in 30 years, now terback controversy has
that he left they had not been emerged. Hockey teams can
to the World Series.in Szyears. outscore the Steelers, espe-
Steve Avery sure got some cially the Penguins. I think
bad advice. At age 21, he would I've heard this problem before.
now be a college junior almost It can only mean one thing,
ready to graduate. Insteadhe, Joe Walton must be their of-
decided to pi tch for the Braves, fensive coordinator.
become the pennant MVP The Giants are in dire need
(Most ValuableP-1ayer) and .ofachange.. Head coach Ray
, pitch great in the World Se-' Handley should ehange hls
ries. Boy! The joke is on him. address and quit. Their prob-
Not so long ago Lou Finella lem is not the defense or the
told us that Bobby Meecham quarterback. The problem is
would one day set the stan- the play calling which is done
dard for all other shortstops. by Handley. He rotates four
He's right! All managers un- running backs and gives them,
happy with their shortstopfeel eight handoffs each, only on
better by realizing who ever first and seconddown ofcourse.
they have' is better than Straight dropback passing is
Meecharn. only done on third down, which
The Knicks should be an im- is not Jeff Hostetler's forte.
proved team, buthow goodcan Hostetler's speed is not uti-
they be without a shooter in lized at all. What happened to
their line-up? Kiki is not the the quarterback draw, option
answer. play and moving pocket? It
Advice for New Jersey Nets was these things that made
GMNP Willis Reed. Fin the Hoss effective last year. Too
Nets point guard spot with much pressure is placedon the
Kenny Anderson or soon the defense. IT they give up two
Nets will be filling their GMf touchdowns it's doubtful they
VP spot. .. will win. Handleywas given a
The new "lean and mean" great team andhe's destroying
Mark Jackson sure has im- it. He has turned IBM into
pressedme.Ithoughtforsure IOU.




Hunter College (35-7) de-
feated Baruch College (23-10),




ship. Hunter was paced by
MostValuable PlayerDeborah
Caesar, who had 13 kills and 9
digs in the match, and by
Carmen Tie90, who had 23 as-
sis~andeameda place on the
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